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Editorial

The Centre for the Study of Mind in Nature (CSMN) has now
been operating for a year and a half and has achieved both national and international visibility.
By Christel Fricke, Director of CSMN
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In the course of 2008, new colleagues have
joined us, as post-doctoral research fellows
and PhD students (see p. 8). We have received
additional funding from the Research Council
of Norway (RCN). This has allowed us to
exempt both Helen Steward (Leeds University,
UK) and Alison Jaggar (Colorado University,
US) from some of their teaching obligations,
so that they can come and stay at the CSMN
for longer periods of time. Furthermore,
the Centre will host the RCN-funded project
‘Addiction, Choice and Responsible Agency’,
to be directed by Edmund Henden. We are
looking forward to these three scholars
joining our team in 2009.

help CSMN to reach out to other groups of
researchers based in Oslo (see p. 10). By now,
CSMN has become a place where researchers
from all over the world, who are interested in
issues related to the norms of human agency,
find an interesting community of scholars.

Thus, the team is growing and becoming more
and more international, lively, influentialand
productive. CSMN has also initiated an
affiliate program for Oslo-based Post-Docs
and PhD student who are working on topics
related to the centre’s research areas. The
affiliates attend our discussion groups and
other research events on a regular basis and

In 2008, CSMN hosted a total of 112
conferences, workshops, seminars, and guest
lectures, most of which took place in Oslo. We
had 277 international scholars visiting us, 86
of them women. One of the events hosted by
CSMN in 2008 received a great deal ofpublic
attention, both nationally and internationally,
and its impact went far beyond purely

Among our long term visitors in 2008 was
Professor Carola von Villiez (Universität
Duisburg/Essen, Germany). Carola von Villiez
has recently been hired as the new director
of the Oslo based Ethics Program. All CSMN
members, and especially the members of the
moral agency team, are looking forward to the
prospect of future cooperation.

academic circles. This was the launching
of the HIF - project, directed by core group
member Thomas Pogge. Other events made a
substantive contribution to intra-disciplinary
communication on norms guiding human
agency. As a result, numerous research works
have either already been published or are
forthcoming (see p.75).
Our administrator, Jan Halvor Undlien,
requested administrative assistance to deal
with all the work related to the administration
of CSMN in general and the administration
of all the events hosted by the Centre in
particular. As we needed more help also with
the CSMN homepage and annual reports, we
have hired an additional administrator, Espen
Røsbak. When activities are at their peak, we
still have to rely on additional administrative
help from the side of IFIKK, our hosting
department. Ellen Jahr has, again, made a
most valuable contribution to preparing the
layout for our annual report.

Following a suggestion made by core group
member Herman Cappelen, we have asked
outstanding international scholars to evaluate
our activities and research output on a yearly
basis.These scholars include professor
emerita Onora O’Neill, Baroness O’Neill of
Bengarve (Cambridge, UK) for the sub-project
on moral agency, Professor John Dupré
(University of Exceter, UK) for the sub-project
on rational agency and Professor Timothy
Williamson (Oxford, UK) for the sub-project
on linguistic agency. The auditors’ reports for
2008 are very enthusiastic and encouraging.
We are very optimistic that, with the members
of CSMN and the help from IFIKK, the hosting
department, we shall be able to meet the
future challenges that these reports mention.
All through the year, we have been hoping
to be able to sign the consortium agreement
with the Arché - Philosophical Research
Centre for Logic, Language, Metaphysics and
Epistemology (St. Andrews, UK) and the CAPPE
- Centre For Applied Philosophy and Public

Ethics (The Australian National University,
Charles Sturt University, The University of
Melbourne). Due to factors beyond CSMN’s
control, the process of signing the agreement
has been delayed. Nevertheless, we hope to
proceed with the signing of the agreement as
soon as possible. Even though the consortium
agreement is not formally in place yet, we
have started cooperating with the members
of the respective research centres in various
ways.
Equal opportunity policy remains our
constant concern. In 2008, we had Professor
Virginia Valian coming to talk to us about the
results of her research on the challenges that
women in academia still have to meet. Good
will alone will not do and the whole team is
committed to create here at CSMN a research
environment in which women can flourish (ss
p. 16).
We remain very grateful to Trine Syvertsen,
the dean of the Faculty of Humanities, and

her team for having provided us with newly
refurbished office space. However, office
space remains a challenge. As our team has
been growing, and as we are now attracting
both junior and senior scholars from all over
the world who want to work and stay with
us, we are in urgent need of more office
space. The future development and success
of the CSMN depends to some extent on a
satisfactory solution of this problem.
In 2009, CSMN will reduce the number of
international conferences and host instead
more long term visitors. Now that CSMN
has acquired national and international
visibility, we want to strengthen our internal
communication and cooperation, our public
outreach as well as our contribution to both
undergraduate and graduate education in
Oslo. We shall all take more time for getting
our work published. We hope and are
confident that the results of these efforts wil
become visible over the next two years.
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Top left: Torfinn Huvenes, Espen Røsbak, Anders Nes, Jennifer Hornsby, Carsten Hansen, Georg Kjøll, Lars Gundersen, Einar Duenger Bøhn
Middle left: Jan Halvor Undlien, Heine A. Holmen, Bjørn Ramberg, Ingrid Falkum, Herman Cappelen, Raino Malnes, Jonas Pfister
Front left: Deirdre Wilson, Eline Busck Gundersen, Olav Gjelsvik, Lalaine Siruno, Christel Fricke, Thomas Pogge, Kari Refsdal
Not present: Jan Terje Faarlund, Torfinn Huvenes, Andreas Føllesdal, Alison Jaggar
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CSMN structure
Director of CSMN
Christel Fricke

Core Group:
Herman Cappelen, Christel Fricke, Olav Gjelsvik,
Carsten Hansen, Jennifer Hornsby, Thomas Pogge,
Bjørn Ramberg, Deirdre Wilson

Linguistic Agency

Rational Agency

Moral Agency

Administration

Research Directors:
Herman Cappelen
Deirdre Wilson

Research Directors:
Olav Gjelsvik
Jennifer Hornsby

Research Directors:
Christel Fricke
Thomas Pogge

Administrative Leader:
Jan Halvor Undlien

Research Coordinators:
Robyn Carston
Jan Terje Faarlund
Ernest Lepore
Herman Cappelen
Deirdre Wilson

Research Coordinators:
Carsten Hansen
Bjørn Ramberg
Olav Gjelsvik
Jennifer Hornsby

Research Coordinators:
Andreas Føllesdal
Alison Jaggar
Raino Malnes
Peter Railton
Christel Fricke
Thomas Pogge

Affiliated researchers:
Richard Breheny
John Hawthorne
Francois Recanati
Dan Sperber
Jason Stanley

Researcher:
Edmund Henden
Post Docs:
Anders Nes
Timothy Chan
Nicholas Allott

Administrative Consultant:
Espen Røsbak

Post Doc:
Eline Busck-Gundersen
Anders Nes

Post Docs:
Chiara Tabet
Nicholas Allott
PhD students:
Georg Kjøll
Torfinn Huvenes
(Shared Content)

PhD student:
Heine Holmen

PhD students:
Kari Refsdal
Lalaine H. Siruno

Research School

Director: Olav Gjelsvik
Coordinator: Carsten Hansen
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New staff members
Lalaine Siruno
Lalaine H. Siruno is working on the CSMN sub-project on moral agency. She studied Philosophy and
Psychology in the University of the Philippines – Diliman, and Applied Ethics in Linköping University
(Sweden) and Utrecht University (the Netherlands). Lalaine’s areas of interests among others
include meta-ethics, applied ethics (i.e., bioethics), gender studies, feminist philosophy, and sociopolitical philosophy. She has done research on commercial organ donation, the ethics of obesity and
interventions, and medical migration.
For her Ph.D. project, Lalaine is working to formulate a normative conception of human needs that is
essential to reasoning about social justice. She is aiming to defend the position that the language of
needs, rather than capabilities, is not only more morally potent, but also more plausible.

Chiara Tabet
Chiara joined CSMN as a postdoctoral fellow in October 2008, shortly after completing her PhD at the
UniversityofStAndrews(Arché),withathesisonuniversalquantification.SheisamemberoftheLinguistic
Agency at CSMN, and her current research focuses on contextualism, relativism and the problem of
shared content. She is particularly interested in attempts to reconcile the idea that, as communicative
actors, we incur objective obligations with the idea that part of what we say is context-sensitive.
Chiara graduated from the University of Rome I, and has been a visiting undergraduate student at the
Université de Paris I Panthéon-Sorbonne and a visiting scholar at the University of Western Ontario
(Canada). She has taught both at undergraduate and graduate level while in St Andrews, and has
worked in publishing (with Oxford University Press) before joining CSMN. She has published work on
the notion of indefinite extensibility and the concept of generality, as well as on computability theory,
Putnam’s pragmatism, Wittgenstein and Habermas.

Nicholas Allott
Nicholas Allott joined CSMN as a postdoctoral research fellow in October 2008. He was previously at
University College London (UCL) where he was Teaching Fellow in Pragmatics, having completed his
PhD, and before that, MA, in the linguistics department there under the supervision of Deirdre Wilson.
Nick’s research is on communication and rationality. Most of this work, including his PhD thesis,
has been about the reconciliation of realistic, i.e. cognitively plausible views of rationality with
inferential-intentional theories of communication. This work assumes a broadly Gricean (e.g.
relevance theoretic) view of pragmatics and touches on bounded rationality and heuristics, and on
the status of explanations in cognitive science. Nick has published related work on game theoretic
pragmatics and on pragmatic illusions.

Timothy Chan
Timothy Chan joined the Rational Agency project of the CSMN in July 2008. His research project
at CSMN is on the Normative Dimensions of Belief, and he is interested in the distinctive
characteristics of our first-person perspectives on the content of our beliefs. His working
hypothesis is that they are best explained by the idea that truth is the constitutive norm of
belief. He will also explore the implications of this hypothesis for the metaphysics of mind,
self-knowledge, agency for belief, the semantics of indexicals and sincerity of assertions.
After obtaining his first degree in Philosophy and Economics at the University of Edinburgh (1996),
Timothy completed the B.Phil. (1998) and D.Phil. (2006) at the University of Oxford. He taught as
an Instructor at Hong Kong Polytechnic University for four years (2001-4), part-time at five British
universities at various times, and most recently as lecturer at the University of East Anglia, England
in 2007-8

Anders Nes
Anders Nes joined CMSN as a postdoc in August 2008. His research project at the centre deals with
epistemological and metaphysical aspects of normativity; in particular, to what extent our normative
knowledge should be thought of as a priori, and to what extent it rests on something akin to sense
experience (say, in the form of emotional reactions to things).
Anders comes to the CSMN from Oxford University, where he has been an early career development
fellow. He has also been a research fellow at the Department of Philosophy, Classics, History of Art
and Ideas, at the University of Oslo, and a visiting fellow at the Institute of Philosophy, School of
Advanced Study, London. He has published ‘Are Only Mental Phenomena Intentional?’ Analysis
2008.
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The CSMN Affiliate
Program
The Centre for the Study of Mind in Nature (CSMN) has invited
PhDstudents and post doctoral fellows at the University of Oslo
who work on topics related to our own research to become
affiliates of the centre.
The CSMN Affiliate Program should contribute
to the achievement of four interrelated goals:
(1) Increasing the visibility of all the work done
by PhD student and Post Docs at the University
of Oslo which contributes to any of the three
main research areas identified by CSMN.
(2) Making it possible for affiliates to help us
strengthen CSMN as an active and stimulating
research community at the University of Oslo,
and in particular at the Faculties of Humanities
and Social Sciences.
(3) Achieving a stronger research collaboration
with scholars at the University of Oslo.
(4) Creating a mechanism by which CSMN
is able to support research by PhD students
and Post docs whose work contributes to the
centre’s progress in its core areas.
PhDstudents and post doctoral fellows with
a formal connection to the University of Oslo
can become CSMN affiliates. This only applies
to researchers who are carrying out research
10

related to one of CSMN’s sub-projects.
Affiliates are invited to participate in all activities
of CSMN (conferences, workshops, seminars,
reading groups etc.).
Affiliates carry out their research in the context
of CSMN. They can formally present themselves
as affiliated with the centre and apply for
support for their research (for instance travel
grants allowing them to discuss their research
at international conferences and workshops) or
for funding of events to be hosted by CSMN. In
return, they are expected to provide CSMN with
a yearly updated record of their work.

Frank O. Barel

So far, CSMN has 13 affiliated PhD studentsand
Post Docs, whose backgrounds include
philosophy linguistics, political science and
North America Studies. Unfortunately only three
of them are women. In 2009 we will encourage
more female PhD studentsand Post Docs to
become affiliates.
Christel Fricke
Endre Begby

Einar Duenger Bøhn

Lene Bomann-Larsen

Jakob Elster

Ingrid Falkum

Espen Gamlund

Robert Huseby
11
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Terje Lohndal

Gry Oftedal

John Richard Sageng

Anders Strand

Jon Anstein Olsen
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Monica Azstalos
Professor Asztalos of the Classics department was head of research
and vice head of IFIKK in 2008
As in the previous year, many activities of
the CSMN during 2008 have been open to
researchers and students in the Department of
Philosophy, Classics, History of Art and Ideas
(IFIKK). Thanks to this inclusive policy, the
CSMN has had a great impact on the Ethics
Program in particular and on the philosophical
environment in general.
Among the activities, the following especially
deserve to be highlighted:
1. The Moral Philosophy Club, a forum for
the presentation and discussion of work in
progress, has met on an almost weekly basis.

2. The Weekend Workshop of 2008 (March
1-2), on the topic of ‘Wanting and liking’,
attracted a broad audience and was judged to
be of the highest quality by those attending.
3. A workshop with Christine Korsgaard,
Harvard University, on August 21-23 2008,
was attended by a considerable number of
researchers from the department.
4. The conference ‘Action and Agency, Aristotle
and Anscombe’, held at Uppsala University on
September 27-29, 2008, was a great success
and counted several philosophers working on
ancient philosophy but not already involved in
the CSMN among its participants.
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Equal opportunities:
visions and activities
CSMN has initiated collaboration with Professor Virginia Valian, a leading expert on gender equity
in academia and the professional world. The main purpose of our collaboration is to develop and
implement a clear strategy for ensuring gender equity at CSMN.
CSMN has initiated collaboration with Professor Virginia Valian, a leading expert on gender
equity in academia and the professional world.
The main purpose of our collaboration is to develop and implement a clear strategy for ensuring gender equity at CSMN.
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Virginia Valian is a Distinguished Professor at
the Department of Psychology, Hunter College,
CUNY, and Co-director of The Gender Equity Project, also at Hunter College. In her highly influential book, ‘Why so Slow?’ (MIT Press, 1998),
as well as in subsequent work, Valian has presented a compelling argument – supported by
a considerable body of empirical evidence (experimental and observational data from laboratory and field studies of children and adults, as
well as statistical documentation) – for the following claim about the key reasons for gender
inequality in academia and the professions.

The claim is that men and women alike have
implicit hypotheses about gender differences
– gender schemas – that create small sex differences in characteristics, behaviours, perceptions, and evaluations of men and women.
Those small imbalances accumulate to advantage men and disadvantage women. The most
important consequence of gender schemas for
professional life is that men tend to be overrated and women underrated.
That being so, although most men and women
in academia sincerely hold egalitarian beliefs,
those beliefs alone cannot guarantee impartial evaluation and fair treatment. What is required, in addition to having an understanding
of the general explanation for gender inequality, is an identification of the imbalances at
work in the relevant institutions, followed by
systematic attempts to eradicate them –

attempts whose effectiveness must in turn be
measured, so as to allow strategic revision if
and when necessary.
Factors that have a negative impact on gender
equity are present at many stages of a career
process, starting from the initial stages of recruitment. Since Professor Valian’s work has
also focussed on what institutions - and in
particular people in leadership positions - can
do to address the issue of gender imbalance, it
has attracted the interest of many – including
the Humanties Faculty and the central administration at the University of Oslo.
On Friday 25th April 2008, CSMN, in collaboration with the Humanities Faculty and the central administration of UiO, arranged a whole
day session with Professor Valian. Professor
Valian held 5 different seminars and work-

shops focussing on different topics and with
different target audiences:

dividually successful, as well as help others be
successful.

(1) A seminar on recruitment and retention,
for, inter alia, chairs and administrative leaders of the University’s departments, as well
as representatives of the various faculties (including members of faculty-level committees
responsible for final hiring decisions), and
CSMN representatives.

(5) A meeting with the Deans of the Humanities Faculty on strategic issues.

(2) A seminar for the Faculty of Humanities
leadership group, chairs and CSMN representatives on the organisational challenges connected to the improvement of gender equity.
(3) A seminar about mentoring, for post doctoral research fellow and their mentors.
(4) A seminar specifically for CSMN staff, where
Valian focussed on how researchers can be in-

Finally, Professor Valian held both briefing and
de-briefing dinners which were attended by,
among others, Rektor Geir Ellingsrud and the
Humanities Faculty Deans - Trine Syvertsen, Executive Dean, Mette Halskov Hansen, Dean of
research and research education, Gro Bjørnerud Mo, Dean of studies and education - as well
as by representatives of CSMN.
CSMN plans to arrange a follow-up seminar
with Professor Valian in the autumn of 2009.
Carsten Hansen
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Cooperation with
Arché / St. Andrews

Since its launch, CSMN has collaborated closely with the Arché Philosophical Research Centre at
the University of St Andrews. This collaboration has resulted in a coordination of the centres’ general research policies, at a strategic level, and, at the individual level, in a close interaction between
researchers in the two centers.
Arché was founded in 1998. It is the leading
philosophical research centre in the world
dedicated to the core areas of analytical
philosophy. Its mission is to conduct and
foster collaborative research on fundamental
issues in metaphysics, epistemology and the
philosophies of logic, language, mathematics
and mind, and to provide a dedicated training
environment for younger (postdoctoral and
postgraduate) researchers.

developed in particular around the following
projects and efforts:
1. Over the last year CSMN and Arché have
organized five joint workshops in areas of
common interest.
2. We have had had extensive student
exchanges. More than 16 members of CSMN
have visited Arché and 15 Arché members
have visited CSMN.

Arché currently has more than twenty PhD
students, eight postdoctoral fellows, six
professorial fellows, and three Professorial
Chairs.

3. There is a bi-weekly research seminar run
by and for postdoctoral fellows and conducted
via video-conferencing.

Professor Cappelen, who is one of the Directors
of the linguistic agency project at CSMN, holds
an Arché Chair and is currently the Acting
Director of Arché.

4. We have two PhD students who are in a joint
PhD program with the University of St Andrews
and are currently benefitting from a joint
CSMN/Arché education.

The cooperation between CSMN and Arché has

5. Finally, the research strategy in the linguistic

agency component of CSMN has been
coordinated with the research strategy in two
of the large Arché projects: ‘Contextualism and
Relativism and Philosophical Methodology.’
Both projects are co-directed by Professor
Cappelen – this has naturally aided
collaboration with the linguistic agency
project at CSMN.
Needless to say, this level of collaboration
has been of significant value to both centres.
We expect this not only to continue, but also
to expand. It will be natural, for example, to
apply for external funding for joint research
projects on topics of common interest, with
postdoctoral fellows and PhD students able
to split their time between the two research
centres.

Herman Cappelen
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The CSMN/Arché Graduate
Conference 2008 (AC-GC II)
Last year’s CSMN/Arché Graduate Conference
II (AC-GC II ) was hosted by the CSMN and took
place at the University of Oslo. We had three
days of intense philosophical discussion
ranging from topics in epistemology,
philosophy of mind and language to
metaphysics. The organizers invited seven
graduate speakers out of a total 90 research
works submitted in response to our call
for papers. All the papers were refereed by
members and affiliates of CSMN and Arché.
In addition to that we invited three key-note
speakers: Dr Carrie Jenkins (University of

Notthingham), Dr Cian Dorr (Oxford) and
Professor Zoltán Szabó (Yale). Unfortunately,
two of our speakers (one key-note and one
graduate) cancelled due to acute illness with
the result that the conference presented
six graduate speakers: Tomas Bogardus
(University of Texas, Austin), Nick Jones
(Birkbeck College, University of London), Gail
Leckie (Oxford University), John Matheson
(University of Rochester), Mike Raven (New
York University) and Moritz Schulz (Humboldt
University of Berlin).
We were also lucky to have Dr Martin Smith
(University of Glasgow) as a replacement
for key-note speaker Dr Jenkins. All papers

received responses by researchers from
CSMN and Arché. All in all the conference
was attended by a crowd of approximately 30
people (mostly CSMN and Arché fellows and
affiliates).
The organizers hosted a small reception at
the CSMN Common Room on Friday and,
in addition, we invited participants to the
conference dinner on Saturday. As a small
treat and souvenir all conference participants
were offered a blue AC-GC II T-shirt owing to
the initiative of Arché’s administrative leader,
Sharon Coull.
Torfinn Huvenes and Heine A. Holmen
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Internal activities
The Moral Philosophy Club

CSMN Colloquium

The Moral Philosophy Club is a weekly
seminar on topics within moral philosophy. It serves as a project seminar for the
CSMN’s moral philosophy sub-project and
discussion forum for a broader group of researchers interested in moral philosophy.

The CSMN colloquium is the centre’s weekly,
centre-wide forum for presentation and discussion of ongoing and recent research, originating either inside or outside the centre. The
colloquium’s overarching aim is to bring together the three sub-projects in the exploring
issues of shared relevance. Over the course
of 2008, sessions have been devoted to presentations of the current research of centre
members, to talks by external visitors, and to
discussion of important recent publications.

Participants include all Oslo-based members
of CSMN’s moral philosophy sub-project,
other members of the CSMN with an interest
in moral philosophy, Post Docs and PhD students from the Ethics Program, staff and students from the philosophy department at the
University of Oslo, and visitors to the CSMN.
The focus of the seminar is mainly on papers
by participants, who take turns to lead discussions on their current research. The seminar provides a friendly and highly productive
environment for discussing philosophy and
improving work in progress. Discussions have
covered a wide range of topics within moral
philosophy. Conveners of the seminar in
2008 were Kari Refsdal (Sept.-Dec.) and Eline
Busck Gundersen (Jan.-Dec.).
20

Eline Busck Gundersen

Over the autumn of 2008, several sessions
were devoted to the latter activity. Our aim
here was to nurture a sense of a common intellectual horizon among the researchers at
the centre, across their varying backgrounds.
With this in mind, we decided to home in on
normativity as our unifying theme. A number
of influential recent publications on the theme
of normativity, and its bearing on the proper
understanding of moral, linguistic and rational agency were selected for common debate,
each time introduced by a centre member.
The colloquium has been the setting of much
vigorous debate over the course of 2008.

Among much else, these interchanges have
served to draw attention to possibilities for
further collaboration among centre members,
by identifying questions or lines of thought of
shared concern. Conveners of the colloquium
were Eline Busck Gundersen, Olav Gjelsvik
and Anders Nes.
Anders Nes

The CSMN Reading Group in Language and Rationality
The autumn term of 2008 saw CSMN start up
the Reading Group in Language and Rationality. This was set up as a weekly seminar that
would treat issues of relevance to the Rational
and Linguistic Agency sub-programmes. The
slots would be spread evenly out between
topics in Philosophy of Mind and Metaphysics on the one hand and Linguistics and Philosophy of Language on the other.
The PhD students Heine Holmen and Georg
Kjøll took charge of the organization. Contributers in and around the centre gave presentations on a variety of topics, totalling fourteen
talks in all. Among the convenors’ aims was

that the Reading Group should function as a
flexible, informal discussion group with room
for participants from diverse backgrounds. As
it turned out, they feel that they succeeded in
engaging people across different disciplines.
From the spring term of 2009, Chiara Tabet

takes over Heine’s part of the responsibility,
and has brought with her a name change to
the group: The CSMN Language and Rationality Seminar. With the continuing arrival of new
researchers and guests, we are aiming for an
increase in the number of talks and attendees
in the time ahead. The Seminar is open to all

who are interested in CSMN’s work.
Georg Kjøll
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Linguistic Agency
Linguistic behavior is a form of rational agency. As such it is governed by norms ¬semantic, syntactic and
pragmatic. It is a domain of investigation where the interaction between the empirical study of agency
and the study and articulation of the norms that govern those agents has been greatly advanced in the
past twenty years. Linguists and philosophers have developed elaborate normative structures that in various ways describe the mechanisms underlying linguistic behavior.
At CSMN we are testing several of these
theories against data about linguistic
behavior. Our general aim is to explore ways
in which an understanding of language as
agency constrains and is constrained by an
understanding of linguistic behavior in naturaland social-scientific terms. The workshops
organized or co-organized by the Linguistic
Agency project in 2008 brought together many
of the world’s most influential philosophers in
this field.
We have been enormously successful in getting
the world community of philosophers involved
in our activities. The Linguistic Agency project
at CSMN consists of three sub-projects:

The
Metarepresentations
(Wilson, Carston)
22

the possibility that humans have several
distinct metarepresentational capacities. Our
hypothesis is that three such capacities exist:
a) A metapsychological (mindreading) ability
to construct and process representations
of mental states in order to explain and
predict behaviour. b) A metacommunicative
(pragmatic) ability to construct and process
representations of speakers’ meanings
during overt communication. c) A metalogical
(argumentative) ability to assess the
consistency or evidential status of abstract
propositional representations (as part of a more
general capacity for ‘epistemic vigilance’ – the
capacity to defend oneself against mistakes or
deception on the part of communicators).

project

The project’s research goal is to investigate

These abilities interact in complex ways. We
aim to investigate how they work, examine their

interactions, and consider their implications
for the study of linguistic and social norms.

Overveiw of Metarepresentations
Research and Activities in 2008
Our research activities so far have focused
on two main issues (a) the relation between
the (possibly distinct) metarepresentational
abilities involved in mindreading and overt
communication, and (b) the development, use
and breakdown of the metarepresentational
abilities
involved
in
mindreading,
communication and epistemic vigilance:
(a) Our hypothesis is that overt communication
is governed by a special-purpose principle
which applies only to this domain. This conflicts
with the standard (Gricean) assumption
in philosophy and psychology that overt
communication is merely an exercise of general

mindreading abilities. Publications addressing
different aspects of this issue include papers
by Robyn Carston, Deirdre Wilson and Dan
Sperber (see list of publications, p. 75)
(b) Our hypothesis is that general mindreading
abilities are available much earlier than is
generally assumed (i.e. much earlier than
children pass standard false-belief tests),
and that standard false-belief tests are more
closely linked to the metalogical ability than
to mindreading or communicative abilities.
Publications on different aspects of this
issue include papers by Deirdre Wilson,
Richard Breheny and Dan Sperber (see list of
publications, p.75)

Workshops which we organised or
took part in
Breheny and Carston organised a joint CSMN/
UCL workshop on ‘Pragmatics and Social
Cognition’ (London, March 2008) where, Dan
Sperber and Deirdre Wilson, along with six
other speakers presented papers.
Breheny, Carston and Wilson gave invited
papers at the CSMN/Shared Content Workshop

on Implicatures (Oslo, November 2007),
co-organised by Owen Greenhall, Herman
Cappelen and Deirdre Wilson
Sperber and Wilson presented invited papers
at the Aarhus Seminar on Pragmatics and
Neurolinguistics (December 2007) (several
CSMN/Oslo students were sponsored)
Carston and Wilson presented invited papers at
the Baltic International Yearbook of Cognition,
Logic and Communication workshop ‘A figure
of speech’ (December 2007)
Wilson co-organised (with H. Cappelen
and S. Neale) a CSMN postgraduate course
on relevance theory and pragmatics, and
contributed 5 lectures (Oslo, October 2008).

The Communication and Context
project (Cappelen, Lepore)
Four key research questions are addressed by
the Communication and context project:
a. The hypothesis that all effects of context
on the proposition intuitively expressed by
an uttered sentence are triggered by lexical

material in the sentence. The investigation of
this hypothesis focuses on quantifier phrases
(such as ‘every bottle’ and ‘most students’),
adjectives (such as ‘tall’ and ‘large’) and more
complicated constructions such as focus,
generic statements, adverbs of quantification,
and conditionals.
b. The hypothesis that context sensitivity
in language can be accommodated by
a combination of two views: speech act
pluralism and semantic minimalism (Cappelen
and Lepore’s view, outlined especially in
Insensitive Semantics, Blackwell, 2004)
c. Further investigation of Cappelen and
Lepore’s view requires understanding the
nature of so-called minimal propositions and
the mechanisms that generate speech act
content beyond
the semantic content.
d. The connection between context sensitivity
and the notion of truth. In relation to this
research question, we are exploring the
possibility of accounting for some aspects of
linguistic context sensitivity by postulating a
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variety of parameters in the circumstances of
evaluation.

Overview of Communication and
Context Research and Activities in 2008
We have taken seriously the idea that the
project’s focus should be on the questions
outlined above. Work by project members has
resulted in a series of publications that illustrate
the progress made in the investigation of each
question.
Cappelen and Hawthorne’s book ‘Relativism
and Monadic Truth’ (OUP, 2009) addresses
questions 1 to 4.
Cappelen’s two papers on ‘The Creative
Interpreter’ (Philosophical Perspectives, 2008)
and ‘Content Relativism’ (in Relative Truth,
Kolbel and Garcia-Carpintero eds, OUP 2008)
address questions 2, 3, and 4.
Cappelen’s forthcoming ‘Against Assertion’
(in New Essays on Assertions, OUP, 2009)
addresses question 3 and 4.
Cappelen, together with Jessica Brown, has
secured a publishing agreement from OUP
for the publication of the essays given at the
Arché/CSMN Assertion conference in 2007. He
will co-edit this volume with Professor Jessica
Brown

Our workshops have been equally
focused:
The Arché / CSMN Assertion Workshop
addressed questions 1 and 4. The speakers
included Jessica Brown (St Andrews), Sanford
Goldberg (Northwestern), John Hawthorne
(Magdalen College, Oxford), Jennifer Lackey
(NIU), John MacFarlane (UC Berkeley), Ofra
Magidor (Balliol College, Oxford), Peter Pagin
(Stockholm), Jonathan Schaffer (ANU), Jason
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Stanley (Rutgers) and Robert Stalnaker (MIT)
The Contextualism and Relativism Workshop
addressed questions 1 to 4. The speakers were
Hartry Field (NYU), Thony Gilles (Michigan), Jeff
King (Rutgers), Peter Lasersohn (Illinois), John
MacFarlane (UC Berkeley), Tamina Stephenson
(UBC) and Brian Weatherson (Rutgers/St
Andrews)
The Postgraduate course in Relevance Theory
and Pragmatics (taught by H. Cappelen,
S. Neale and D. Wilson) addressed all of
questions 1 to 4.
The Workshop on Propositions addressed
questions 1, 2 and 3.

The Universal Grammar in First
Language
Acquisition
project
(Faarlund, Cappelen)
The project focuses on the theoretical role
of Universal Grammar (UG) in relation to first
language acquisition. UG in this sense is part of
the language faculty in the Chomskyan sense of
language as a mental organ. It can be conceived
of as a set of constraints on possible languages,
or a normative specification of learnable
grammatical structures. This is thus one area
where a basic mental property, the language
faculty, enters into a direct relationship with
a set of social norms. Language acquisition,
regarded as selective learning, can be seen
as a choice of options made available by UG,
where individual choices are made on the
basis of their actual occurrence in the social
environment. Similarly, grammatical change
over time can be seen as a chanoptions, still
limited by the mental language faculty.

Overview of Universal Grammar
Research and Activities in 2008
Jan Terje Faarlund’s research in 2008 has

been mainly concerned with the relationship
between grammars of individual languages
of very different types on the one hand, and
universal grammar and the biological and
genetic basis common to all languages,
on the other. He is investigating this in the
context of language acquisition, usage, and
development. His publication and talks in
2008 reflect these research interests (please
see the attached document on Publications
and Talks in 2007-2008).
In 2008, Jan Terje has organized and lectured
at a PhD course and a two-day symposium
on Language and Evolution (February
2008, with Erika Hagelberg), and a two day
symposium on Universal Grammar, Language
Acquisition and Change (August 2008).
Jonas Pfister joined CSMN as a visiting postdoctoral fellow in August 2008. His research
plan, ‘Meaning, Rationality, and Evolution’,
focuses on two questions: what are the
precursors of meaning in social interaction?
And: how is the relation of the notion of
meaning to normative notions such as truth,
trust, and cooperation, to be characterized? He
is scheduled to present his work at the CSMN
post-doctoral seminar in early 2009, and, with
Nicholas Allott, is currently planning a seminar
on Grice, to take place in spring 2009.

Herman Cappelen

Report by Timothy Williamson, auditor
CSMN has hired internal auditors to assess
the development of the centre’s research. The
auditor’s reports will be part of the basis for
revising and fine-tuning our strategies in the
coming years.

Timothy Williamson has written the first auditor
report for the Linguistic Agency subsection of
CSMN. Overall he gives a very good assessment
of the progress, stating that ‘the sub-project
has got off to a lively and successful start, with
intense research activity and discussion and
a growing international profile’. In particular,
Williamson praises the scientific quality of
the workshops and conferences organized in
2007-8 as ‘extremely high’:
‘All had significant international participation
and in many cases it would have been hard

to assemble a better group of experts on the
topic anywhere in the world. A good variety of
viewpoints was generally represented at the
events.’
Williamson points out the importance of
establishing even more interaction between
the different sub-sections of CSMN, and in
particular between Linguistic and Rational
Agency. He also stresses the importance of the
University of Oslo (as well as other Norwegian
universities) ‘to take advantage of this special
opportunity by using the presence of the Centre

to help raise the quality of their research in
the longer term. […] The University of Oslo will
maximize the benefit to it of CSMN by taking
an ambitious and optimistic attitude to the
great opportunities that it presents.’
Espen Røsbak
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Moral Agency
In 2008, the moral agency team hosted 17 events with 131 scholars attending, including 53
women. Furthermore, we established the Moral Philosophy Club, a weekly discussion group open
to both junior and senior researchers at CSMN and elsewhere in Oslo
During the meetings, we mainly discuss our
work in progress. Eline Busck Gunderson has
had the major responsibility of organizing and
running the meetings and she did so with very
great success, helping to establish a research
community focussing on ethical issues here
in Oslo. The team acquired one new member,
namely PhD candidate Lalaine Siruno.
The Moral Agency project at CSMN consists of
three sub-projects:

Social and Moral Norms in Intentional
Action (Fricke, Malnes)

the determination of our volitions and actions.
Our emotions make us reward-sensitive, they
make us understand the results of our actions
in terms of success and failure. Emotional
experience of success and failure, and the
memory of it are crucial for learning how
best to satisfy our needs and desires (which
can be both selfish and social). Emotions
typically are evaluative mental states. One
focus of our activities in 2008 has been the
study of human emotions and the impact
they have on motivation in general and on
moral motivation in particular.

How can the human concern with norms be
understood as a natural phenomenon? And
what is particular about moral norms? In
order to answer these questions, a natural
starting point from is emotional experience.
Emotions are natural phenomena. If we did
not have any emotions, we would not have
any needs and desires that could be more
or less satisfied. Our emotions provide our
organisms with information about the state
of satisfaction of its needs and desires and
thereby help us to protect and take care of
ourselves (as individuals) and to protect and
take care of others (we care about others in so
far as we are members of a social group).

Overview of Social and Moral Norms
Research and Activities in 2008

It is because we have emotions that we are
agents, motivated to improve our condition
and the condition of those we interact with.
Emotions and feelings play a crucial part in

Among the participants were Lili Alanen,
Stephanie Beardman, Jennifer Church, Eline
Busck Gundersen, Dina Mendonca, Gustavo
Millan, Adam Morton, Anders Nes, Martina

With Christine Tappolet (Montréal, Canada),
we discussed emotions and self-control,
with Charles Griswold (Boston, US) and other
scholars the role of emotions in interactive
processes of forgiveness, with Peter Machamer
(Pittsburgh, US) and Jay Wallace (Berkeley, US)
the role of emotions in comparison to reasons
in human motivation, with Christine Korsgaard
(Harvard, US) the morally relevant differences
between humans and other animals, and we
hosted a workshop on ‘Ethical Aspects of the
Emotions’ which was co-organized by Christel
Fricke and Jennifer Church (Vassar).

Reuter, Camilla Serck-Hanssen and David
Velleman.
The workshop on ‘Forgiveness’, co-organized
by Christel Fricke and Charles Griswold – the
author of a recent book on the topic – was
attended by the present leading members
of the discussion of forgiveness in its
various personal, interpersonal and political
aspects.
CSMN hosted an interdisciplinary workshop
on ‘The Nature and Development of Moral
Norms’ where eminent scholars from
developmental psychology, social economy
and philosophy discussed natural and
cultural conditions for the development of
a person’s moral competence. (For further
details see p. 54)
CSMN members participated actively in all
events. We plan to publish the contributions
to the workshop on ‘Forgiveness’ with CUP. We
are also considering producing a publication
of some of the contributions to the workshop
on ‘The Nature and Development of Moral
Norms’.

Distributive
(Jaggar,

and Political Justice
Pogge,
Føllesdal)

We are committed to work on our
understanding of morality and our moral
duties in order to give an adequate account of
what the natural and social sciences discover
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about the human condition, adequate to the
technological possibilites of the contemporary
world, and adequate to the task of providing
a widely sharable moral basis for the peaceful
resolution of conflicts across cultures. This effort
is especially important in the political realm and
in the domain of global justice in particular.
This commitment motivates the following two
projects:Thomas Pogge and Andreas Føllesdal
will elaborate existing human rights theory
and practice into a firmer and more reassuring
basis for collaboration on designing a global
order that better fits the values of all the world’s
civilizations and thus can be justified within
the context of diverse contemporary human
cultures. This program involves sharpening
existing human rights standards to the point
where — if jointly accepted as overriding moral
commitments —they would settle fundamental
issues of institutional design and foreign
policy.
Related to this point, and in recognition of the
fact that women and girls are substantially
overrepresented among those suffering severe
deprivations, Thomas Pogge and Alison Jaggar
aim to develop an interculturally shareable
gender equity measure that can meaningfully
assess the situation especially of poor women
and girls, can help pinpoint the global and local
causes of female disadvantage, and can thereby
also help identify promising avenues of reform.
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Overview of Distributive and Political
Justice Research and Activities in 2008
Our 2008 activities within CSMN can be grouped
under four main headings.
a. The CSMN was a principal hub of the project
on pharmaceutical innovation directed by
Thomas Pogge. (See p. 36)
b. In mid-June 2008, Andreas Føllesdal and
Thomas Pogge organized a combined graduate
course and workshop on the Philosophy of
Human Rights. At these events there was a
small group of bright and distinguished faculty
representing excellent theoretical work and
much practical experience in the area. We had
approximately 18 graduate students from a
wide range of countries who attended both
the course and the subsequent workshop. The
papers contributed to this event by the faculty
participants are being edited by us and will
appear shortly as a special issue of the Journal
of Social Philosophy.
c. The aim of the introductory course and
workshop on ‘Global Gender Justice’ organized
by Alison Jaggar was to investigate patterns
of gendered injustice that emerge on a global
scale. Speakers explored some of the ways in
which dynamic interactions among local and
global factors produce specifically gendered
vulnerabilities to poverty, ill-health, violence,
and other human rights violations. They also

considered who bears responsibility for these
injustices and how they might be remedied. So
far, these questions have received insufficient
attention in political philosophy.
The participants came from several (Englishspeaking) countries. They were mostly
philosophers, but also included a few scholars
from cognate disciplines.

Procedures of Moral
(Fricke, Railton)

Justification

These are the questions we intend to explore:
Can we develop a normative theory of human
needs or goods through the scientific study of
human nature? How, if at all, can these needs or
goods be measured?
How might a more satisfactory account of
the nature of human agency contribute to our
understanding of the nature of human needs or
goods or to our conception of the possibilities
for moral action?
Do human needs and goods necessarily
conflict—within an individual life or across
individual lives? When in practice do such
conflicts become important? How do human
needs and goods figure in moral assessment?
Can morality be reconciled with what people
need and want—can the good life also be a
morally good life?

Overview of Procedures of Moral
Justification Research and Activities in
2008

which he taught in the Fall of 2008 at Stanford
Univeristy.

The activities mentioned under (1.) contributed
also to the research on these questions. Given
the overall aim of CSMN to find a place for the
norms governing human agency in nature as
well as its interdisciplinary ambitions, this can
hardly be surprising.

In a workshop CSMN hosted in cooperation
with the Norwegian Kant Society on ‘Kant’s
Theory of Agency’ both local and international
Kant scholars explored Kant’s theory of
practical deliberation and his conception of
practical reason in the light of the contemporary
debates about rational agency. Among the
active participants was Kari Refsdal, PhD at
CSMN. It was her first conference talk.

Christel Fricke’s various presentations at
CSMN events and elsewhere mainly concerned
questions of moral justification. One of the
most important sources of inspiration of her
present research is the moral philosophy of
Adam Smith. Her work on Smith has attracted
the interest of Dagfinn Føllesdal. In his research
on the phenomenology of Edmund Husserl
he found striking similarities of thought and
procedure between Smith and Husserl.
CSMN hosted a conference where both Smith
and Husserl scholars met and explored
the similarities and differences between
Smith’s and Husserl’s understandings of
intersubjectivity and objectivity. We plan
to publish the revised contributions to this
conference, and we expect no difficulties in
finding a publisher as, in 2009, we shall be
celebrating both the 250th anniversary of
Smith’s Theory of Moral Sentiments and the
150th anniversary of Edmund Husserl. Dagfinn
Føllesdal further explores the subject in a
course on Smith’s Theory of Moral Sentiments

The research of Eline Busck-Gundersen
also falls within this branch of the CSMN
activities in the field of moral agency. She
explores a response-dependent approach
to moral normativity. She has made several
contributions to various CSMN events.
Kari Refsdal, also works in this area. She
explores the relationship between rational
and moral agency against a mainly Kantian
background. In 2008, she wrote several papers
for various graduate courses she attended and
will, by the end of the year, have achieved all
the course work required for her PhD.

auditor’s reports will be part of the basis for
revising and fine-tuning our strategies in the
coming years.
Onora O’Neill has written the first auditor report
for the Moral Agency subsection of CSMN. She
expresses high regards for the activities of the
sub-project, especially in terms of events and
visitors: ‘The Moral Agency stream has made
a substantial contribution to this genuinely
interdisciplinary set of questions, and the
calibre of the visiting scholars […] testifies to
the exceptional quality of the connections that
the coordinators have built up.’
O’Neill gives especially high praise to the work
done within the research area Distributive
and Political Justice, describing it as ‘truly
impressive in its global practical scope as well
as its innovative analytical approach to two
major contemporary issues’.

Christel Fricke

Among the challenges O’Neill mentions is the
need to put forth even more specific targets
for the research. She claims that the projects
would ‘be strengthened rather than weakened
by revising objectives with the aim of setting
out more precise accounts of more feasible
aims’.

Report by Onora O’Neill, auditor

Espen Røsbak

CSMN has hired internal auditors to assess
the development of the centre’s research. The
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Rational Agency

Under the rubric of rational agency, the Centre investigates several aspects of intentional action.
Intentional actions are thought of as bodily movements with a special kind of cause, namely
reasons. The standard view has it reasons can be accounted for in terms of the agent’s beliefs and
desires.
The Rational Agency project at CSMN consists
of three sub-projects:
a) Intentional Agency and Weakness of the
Will: The Centre is developing an alternative
account of reasons. Reasons do not reduce
to belief-desire pairs. Rather they are those
objective aspects of factual reality that it would
be relevant for an agent to take into account.
This alternative account is being assessed by
considering rival treatments of one of one kind
of defective agency, namely weakness of will.
(Olav Gjelsvik, Jennifer Hornsby)
b) Evolution, Rational Agency and Motivation:
The Centre also investigates continuities and
discontinuities between animal and human
agency, taking the role of emotion in the
production of action as a particular focus.
(Carsten Hansen, Bjørn Ramberg)
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c) Metaphysics of the Mind in Nature: Finally,
the Centre studies problems of mental

causation - that is how mental phenomena can
cause bodily movements in a physical world.
(Carsten Hansen, Jennifer Hornsby)

‘Impatience and Urgency’ / George Ainslie
‘Pleasure and Aversion. Challenging the
Conventional Dichotomy’

We focus here on an overview of events
we have put on. We expect that volumes
containing papers from five of the conferences
listed below will be published. For instance,
an issue of Inquiry containing papers from
the Wanting and Liking conference, is
forthcoming. Also, Oxford University Press has
provisionally agreed to publish a volume of
papers which were the result of the workshop
on Procrastination in July.

Commentators responded to three of the
papers:
Jennifer Hornsby (Birkbeck London and CSMN)
responded to Richard Holton, Dan Sperber
(CNRS, Paris) to Jon Elster, and Olav Gjelsvik
(UiO and CSMN) to George Ainslie.

Human
Agency

and

Non-Human

Animal

Conference in Oslo, 18th–20th April, organized
by Jennifer Hornsby.

Wanting and Liking
Workshop in Oslo, March 1st-2nd, organized
by Olav Gjelsvik.
Four speakers presented papers:
Kent Berridge (Michigan) ‘Wanting and Liking’
/ Richard Holton (MIT) ‘Choice and Effort’ /
Jon Elster (Columbia and College de France)

Six
speakers
presented
papers:
Helen Steward: ‘Animal Agency’ / Hanjo
Glock: ‘Can Animals Act for Reasons?’ / Ralf
Stoecker: ‘Why animals can’t act’ / Monika
Betzler: ‘Expressive actions’ / Thomas Spitzley:
‘Weak-willed animals?’ / Maria Alvarez: ‘Done
intentionally vs done for a reason’
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The final session of the conference was a
Discussion, led by a summary talk given by
Jennifer Hornsby.

Quine Centennial Symposium

Nancy Cartwright: The Notion of
Cause Needed for Philosophy of Mind

Five speakers presented papers:
Dagfinn Føllesdal: Introduction: ‘W.V. Quine,
June 25, 1908 - December 25, 2000’ /
Gerald J. Massey, (University of Pittsburgh,
Emeritus): ‘Duhem and Quine: Bedfellows
or Antagonists?’ / Peter Hylton (University of
Illinois in Chicago): ‘Quine and the Aufbau: the
possibility of objective knowledge’ / Charles
Parsons (Harvard University, Emeritus):
‘Quine’s nominalism.’ / Thomas Ricketts
(University of Pittsburgh): ‘Quine on Reference,
Ontology, and Truth.’

Three session PhD course, Oslo, 13th–15th
May, organized by Olav Gjelsvik. The course
was open to the public. Each session was a
self-contained lecture. The course as a whole
provided an overview of theories of causation,
and insights into many of the central difficulties
surrounding the notion of a cause.

Guest lectures, by Barry Loewer
Two lectures, Oslo, 19th–20th May, organized
by Carsten Hansen. The lectures’ titles
were:’The Probabilistic Structure of Reality’, ‘A
Unified Account of Subjunctive and Indicative
Conditionals’
The first lecture developed the idea that
physics provides a probability distribution
over all physically possible histories of the
world. The second showed how this probability
distribution falsifies Lewis’ account of
counterfactuals, and how it can then be used
to ground a unified account of indicative and
counterfactual conditionals.
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Open to all branches of CSMN, Oslo, 17th Jun,
organized by Dagfinn Føllesdal.

Andreou, ‘Coping with Procrastination’ /
George Ainslie, ‘If Not Now, When? The Role
of Bright Lines in Procrastination’ / Peter
Gollwitzer, ‘Planning and Procrastination’
Manuel Utset, ‘Procrastination and the Law’
/ Christine Tappolet, ‘Procrastination and
Personal Identity’ / Joseph Heath and Joel
Anderson, ‘Procrastination and the Extended
Will’ / Sarah Stroud, ‘What Kind of Practical
Failing is Procrastination?’ / Duncan MacIntosh,
‘Procrastination of Means and Procrastination
of Ends’ / Mark D. White, ‘Procrastination, Will,
and Character: A Kantian-Economic Approach’

On the work of Donald Davidson
Conference, Oslo, 1st Sept, organized by Olav
Gjelsvik

Procrastination
An interdisciplinary conference, City University
New York, 8th–10th July, organized by Chrisoula
Andreou, Olav Gjelsvik and Mark White.
Fourteen papers were presented:
Olav Gjelsvik, ‘Prudence, Procrastination, and
Rationality’ / Sergio Tenenbaum, ‘Slipping into
Temptation: Vagueness and Procrastination’
/ Elijah Millgram, ‘Virtue for Losers’ / Jennifer
Baker, ‘Procrastination as Vice’ / Don Ross,
‘Modeling Procrastination: Picoeconomic
and Neuroeconomic Approaches’ / Chrisoula

Five papers were presented:
Olav Gjelsvik: ‘Knowledge, Error and Evidence
(in Radical Interpretation)’ / Dagfinn Føllesdal:
‘Davidson on perception and interpretation’ /
Herman Cappelen and Ernie Lepore: ‘Davidson
and Minimalist Propositions’ / Jennifer
Hornsby: ‘Davidson and Dummett on Shared
Languages ‘ / Bjørn Ramberg: ‘Why, if you were
Davidson, might you appreciate Rorty?’

Action and Agency, Aristotle and
Anscombe
A three day, joint conference of the rational
agency branch of CSMN and the ‘Understanding
Agency’ project hosted in the Uppsala
University Philosophy Department. Uppsala,
27th–29th Sept.
Organized by Olav Gjelsvik, Jennifer Hornsby
and a Committee in Uppsala: Lilli Alanen,
Tomas Eckenberg, Martin Gustafsson, Frans
Svensson, Martin Gustafsson
Ten papers were presented:
David Charles: ‘Action and the Aristotelean
notion of psycho-physical processes’ / Ursula
Coope: ‘Aristotle on Desire’ / Anton Ford: ‘We
do not add anything to an action at the time it
is done by describing it as intentional’ / John
McDowell: ‘ ‘I do what happens’ ‘ / Rowland
Stout: ‘What are you causing in Acting?’ / Gary
Watson: ‘Valuing Agency’ / Tom Pink: ‘Reason,
Voluntariness, and Moral Responsibility’ /
Anselm Mueller: ‘Good Reasons, Good Motives’
/ Martin Stone: ‘Anscombe on Expression of
Intention’ / Michael Thompson: ‘Knowing what
one’s up to’
The Rational Agency branch of CSMN has been
active throughout the year. But 2008 has not
yet been a year of full flourishing. One of the

four core members, Bjorn Ramberg, has been
heavily committed as Head of Department
throughout: he will relinquish that post early
in 2009. The only PhD Fellow—Heine Holmen—
took up his position at the start of the year,
but he spent the first six months in London
receiving supervision from Jennifer Hornsby
and Barry Smith at Birkbeck. Two Post-doctoral
Fellows took up their position in August—
Timothy Chan, and Anders Nes (whose post
is half in Moral Agency, half with us). Another
Post-doctoral Fellow (half with us) joined us in
early October—Nicholas Allott. Only now, at
the end of the year, is there a good sense of a
research community whose members interact
and collaborate.
Olav Gjelsvik

approach to the research topics, writes
Dupré, ‘provides a possibility for substantial
contributions
to
central
philosophical
questions’. He judges the project to be
‘ambitious but very well conceived’.
According to Dupré, the Rational Agency subsection is on track with publication plans,
though it is still premature to judge how this
will eventually look. Already though, he praises
the workshops and conferences as being ‘a
remarkable output of high quality academic
events, [which] certainly speaks very well of the
organisational capacity of the centre’.
Though the project has had an ‘outstandingly
strong start’, Dupré points to the importance of
paying ‘attention […] to how evidence might be
provided for academic impact in the future’:

Report by John Dupré, auditor
CSMN has hired internal auditors to assess
the development of the centre’s research. The
auditor’s reports will be part of the basis for
revising and fine-tuning our strategies in the
coming years.
John Dupré has written the first auditor report
for the Rational Agency subsection of CSMN. In
general he remarks, that he is ‘most impressed
by the progress to date’. The sub-section’s

‘The most important issue for the long term
sustainability of such a project is the possibility
of developing long-term staffing in the areas in
which the current investment is taking place.
[…] [T]he ideal way of achieving this is by
providing postdoctoral staff with the possibility
of conversion of their posts to permanent ones
in the university.’
Espen Røsbak
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The Health Impact
fund – book launch

On the afternoon of August 25th 2008, CSMN hosted the world premiere of the Health Impact
Fund proposal, developed by an international team of researchers led by CSMN research director
Thomas Pogge. The launch event was held in the Gamle Logen, Oslo’s oldest and most beautiful
venue for public events.
The Health Impact Fund proposal addresses
the access-innovation dilemma in regard
to new medicines: high prices for patented
medicines exclude poor patients while low
prices undermine innovation incentives. The
proposed solution involves creation of the
Health Impact Fund (HIF), a new international
agency funded mainly by governments. The
HIF would reward innovation through a payfor-performance mechanism.
Pharmaceutical innovators would have the option to register any new medicine with the HIF,
thereby promising to make it available wherever it is needed at the lowest feasible cost
of production and distribution established
annually through a tender process. In return,
innovators would receive annual reward payments for each registered product based on
this product’s assessed global health impact
during its first 10 years.
The reward payments would be a share of a
large annual pay-out, with each registered
product receiving a share equal to its share of
the assessed health impact of all registered
products.
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The HIF would foster innovation—especially

against diseases concentrated among the
poor: tuberculosis, malaria and other tropical
diseases. Such diseases are now neglected
because innovators cannot recover their R&D
costs from sales to the poor. But with the option of an alternative reward based on health
impact, heretofore neglected diseases would
become some of the most lucrative R&D opportunities.
The HIF would also greatly improve access
by ensuring that HIF-registered medicines
are cheaply available from the start and by
motivating registrants to ensure that their
products are widely available (perhaps even
below cost), competently prescribed and optimally used. Registrants are rewarded not
for selling their medicines, but for making
them effective toward improving global public health. This incentive to optimize health
impact would be very beneficial even to affluent and well-insured patients for whom the
current high prices of patented medicines are
not an obstacle.
The launch event was opened by Dr. Inge
Lønning, President of the Upper Chamber of
the Norwegian Parliament and former Rector
of the University of Oslo; Dr. Haakon Breien

Benestad, Pro-Rector of the University of Oslo
and Professor of Medicine; Gry Larsen, Political Adviser to the Norwegian Minister of Foreign Affairs; and Dr. Christel Fricke, Director
of the CSMN. Dr. Henrik Syse, Senior Research
Fellow at Oslo’s International Peace Research
Institute (PRIO), served as moderator of the
entire event.
The central features of the HIF were introduced by three team members: Dr. Peter Singer, the Ira W. DeCamp Professor of Bioethics
at Princeton University and Laureate Professor at the Centre for Applied Philosophy and
Public Ethics (CAPPE) at the University of Melbourne; Dr. Thomas Pogge, Leitner Professor
of Philosophy and International Affairs at Yale
University and CSMN Research Director; and
Dr. Aidan Hollis, Associate Professor of Economics at the University of Calgary.
The HIF proposal was then assessed and discussed by a panel of experts and stakeholders
consisting of Dr. Eric Noehrenberg, Director of
International Trade and Market Policy in the
International Federation of Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers and Associations; John Arne
Røttingen, Chief Executive of the Norwegian
Knowledge Centre for the Health Services

and Head of Norway’s Delegation to the WHO
Intergovernmental Working Group on Public Health, Innovation and Intellectual Property; Christine Meisingset, Head of Socially
Responsible Investment at the Storebrand
Group; and Dr. Gorik Ooms, Post-Doctoral
Researcher in the Public Health Department
of the Antwerp Institute of Tropical Medicine
and Former Director of Médecins sans Frontières Belgique.
After brief responses from team members,
the discussion was then opened to the large
audience that had gathered to discuss the

proposal. Among those contributing to the
discussion were Dr. Elil Ranganathan, Executive Secretary of the WHO Secretariat on
Public Health, Innovation and Intellectual
Property; Rebecca Stevens, Director of Public
Affairs and of Malaria Initiatives at Novartis,
and Wim Leereveld, Founder and Chief Executive Officer of the Access to Medicine Index.

pendent, Al-Jarida (Kuwait), Quotidien d’Oran
(Algeria), National Post (Canada), Daily News
(Egypt), Independent (Bangladesh), Shanghai Daily, and various blogs. It was followed
by additional launch events in Vienna, London, Cambridge, Oxford, Washington, and
Barcelona.

The launch was widely reported in Norway
(NRK Dagsrevyen, Dagbladet) as well as in numerous foreign venues such as The Guardian,
Die Welt, Die Presse, El Tiempo (Colombia),
Eesti Päevalehe (Estonia), The Malta Inde-

Thomas Pogge
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Annual Lecture:
Nancy Cartwright
On August 28th 2008, Professor Nancy Cartwright (Department of Philosophy, Logic and Scientific
Method at the London School of Economics and Political Science) gave the Annual Oslo Lecture on the
Mind in Nature 2008. The title of her talk was: ‘The incompleteness of physics and the hodgepodge of
nature’.
In her talk, Professor Cartwright addressed
an issue of paramount importance for all
the research activities at CSMN – namely,
the issue of getting clear on the basic kinds
of positions open to us, once the findings of
contemporary science have been taken into
account.
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In thinking about minds and nature there is a
widespread tendency to assume that, at least
for the physical realm, physics is hegemonic.
All physical systems have states that can be
described by the concepts of (the ultimate
correct) physics. These states are fixed by the
laws of physics. All other physical features
are determined once these physics states are
fixed. This tends to underwrite the claim that

only an unacceptable dualism can find space
for features of the mind not ultimately fixed
by physics.
One of Cartwright’s central aims was to
make clear that physicalism, so understood,
is a grand metaphysical picture with very
inadequate empirical support. She argued that
though it may be true, the striking empirical
successes of physics – which provide our best
reasons for believing in it – can be equally
accounted for by a world picture with a far
less sweeping metaphysics: the picture of a
dappled world that resembles the models we
use to produce our best predictions, models
that almost universally mix concepts and
laws from a variety of disciplines at different

‘levels’, usually including a good dose of
engineering and technical language.
Having, thus, undercut the principal argument
for physicalism, Cartwright went on to consider
whether – on a conception of the world as
dappled in much the way that our successful
scientific models of it are – there is room for
features of the mind not determined by other
physical features, and, more specifically,
whether it leaves room for these features of the
mind to cause physical features. Cartwright’s
extremely interesting and provocative thesis
is that those are questions to be settled only
by future empirical research.
Carsten Hansen
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CSMN in the Press
The members of CSMN contribute to the public debate in Norway and internationally. Among the
centre’s projects to get attention this year were our cooperation with Virginia Valian, the projects
‘Language and Evolution’ and ‘Universal Grammar’, as well as the Health Impact Fund-initiative,
launched in August. Below is a selection of the press coverage of these projects.
Virginia Valian
’Likestilling krever aktiv innsats’, 07.05.2008, HF-aktuelt, http://www.hf.uio.no/hf-aktuelt/2008/uke19/valian.html
’Fordommer og skiftende standarder’, 15.05.2008, Kvinner i forskning, http://kvinneriforskning.no/nyhet/vis.html?tid=52971

Language and Evolution / Universal Grammar
’Språkforskerne bruker Darwin’, 01.03.2008, Avisenes Nyhetsbyrå (printed in 49 local Norwegian newspapers)
’Snakker språkforskere samme språk?’, 18.03.2008, Apollon, http://www.apollon.uio.no/vis/art/2008_1/Artikler/sprak_debatt
’Den fødte pratmaker’, 16.05.2008, Aftenposten: A-magasinet, http://www.aftenposten.no/amagasinet/article2422239.ece
’Et inderlig forhold til natur’, 25.08.2008, Uniforum, http://www.uniforum.uio.no/nyheter/2008/08/et-inderlig-forhold-til-natur.html
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The Health Impact Fund
‘Patent System For Drugs ‘Morally Unacceptable’’, 18.07.2008, Medical News Today, http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/115379.
php
‘Drugs patents ‘killing millions of poor’’, 18.07.2008, IndiaEdunews.net, http://www.indiaedunews.net/Medical/Drugs_patents_killing_
millions_of_poor_5240/
Pogge, Thomas: ’En realistisk plan’, 25.08.2008, Dagbladet
Singer, Peter: ’Tuberculosis or hair loss?’. 16.09.2008, The Guardian (UK) (translated and printed in nine other international sources)
‘Fondo globale per i medicinali a basso costo, tra utopia e realtà’, 06.10.2008, Green Report (Italy)
Singer, Peter: ‚Wie die Rettung armer Kranker lukrativ‘, 09.10.2008, Die Welt (Germany)
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CSMN Visiting
Scholars Program:
Interview with Ole
Koksvik
- CSMN is the first Norwegian philosophy enterprise that I ever heard word about abroad, says
Ole Koksvik, PhD Fellow at the Australian National University (ANU) and visiting researcher at
the Centre for the Study of Mind in Nature (CSMN). - It is an exciting place that seems to be on
an upwards curve, he boasts.
Ole Koksvik, originally from Norway, came to
Oslo on a three month scholarship from CSMN
in November. He started on his PhD at ANU
in February 2007, where he is supervised by
Professor David Chalmers.
- The topic of my research is, partly, the
question of what intuitions are. Lately I have
been considering whether intuition can be
reduced to belief, credence or disposition to
believe. I argue that it cannot, and think I will
likely argue that phenomenology plays a role
in the individuation of intuitions.
Before arriving in Oslo, Ole spent seven
weeks at the Arché Philosophical Research
Centre for Logic, Language, Metaphysics and
Epistemology in St. Andrews, Scotland. He

says he has gotten the most out of his stays in
Europe, being given the opportunity to present
his work both at the Arché Methodology
Seminar and the CSMN Colloquium.
- I like the mix of different projects running here
and have followed most of the seminars and
events taking place. People have generally
been very welcoming and hospitable, and I
like the way staff and students show interest
in each other’s work and are always willing to
talk.
Ole praises the scholarships that have allowed
him and others to travel from abroad and
take part in research activities in Norway. The
importance of having people on the premises
who take an active part in discussions and

seminars cannot be emphasized enough.
- By its employees being present at the centre
and keeping an open door to the hall CSMN
can secure a vibrant and social atmosphere,
he says.
After his four and a half month stay in Europe,
Ole now returns to Canberra to give his midterm reviews, a presentation in front of staff
and students to show that he is on the right
track after two years of research. Here, he will
no doubt have to prove that his time abroad
has been well spent.

Georg Kjøll
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Research School
Activities
The research school is not a formal research school, but has to a large extent functioned as one. The
activity of the research school falls into three categories.
PhD courses
The CSMN research school has hosted four
courses in 2008. The courses are open for all
PhD candidates at the University of Oslo, and
are being recognized as courses by the relevant
PhD programmes, when that has come up.

Nancy Cartwright: The Notion of
‘Cause’ Needed for the Philosophy of
Mind May 13-15
This course provided an overview of theories of
causation, and insights into many of the central
difficulties surrounding the notion of a cause.
There was a concentration on four topics:
a) Causal pluralism
b) Manipulation and causation
c) Bayes nets
d) Putting causes to use
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Nancy Cartwright’s 2007 book, Hunting Causes
and Using Them (CUP) was the central text
throughout the course, together with many other recent contributions.

Alison M. Jaggar: Introductory Course
on Global Gender Justice May 26-27
This was a short course on global gender justice, and functioned as an introduction to a
workshop on ‘Global Gender Justice’, organized
by Alison M. Jaggar (University of Colorado at
Boulder). Together these two events constituted
a PhD research course. The introductory course
had three main topics
a) Early work on global gender justice
b) Global gender justice and transnational institutions

c) Global gender justice and care
The overall aim was to investigate patterns
of gendered injustice that emerge on a global
scale. Speakers explored some of the ways in
which interactions among local and global factors produce specifically gendered vulnerabilities to poverty, ill-health, violence, and other
human rights violations. They also considered
who bears responsibility for these injustices
and how they might be remedied.

PhD Course: Human Rights - Normative Requirements and Institutional
Constraints Jun 16-20
This PhD course was co-organized by CSMN and
the Norwegian Centre for Human Rights (NCHR),
University of Oslo.

As international human rights courts and other
institutions gain political influence, their normative legitimacy is questioned - consider recent concerns about the European Court on Human Rights, and opposition to the International
Criminal Court’s authority to prosecute. The PhD
research course addressed central themes of
how to best conceive of the interface between
normative human rights requirements and institutions. The course was taught by professors
Andreas Føllesdal and Thomas Pogge.

Relevance Theory and Pragmatics Oct
27-31
This course was given by Professor Deirdre Wilson (UCL), Professor Stephen Neale (CUNY),
Professor Herman Cappelen (St. Andrews/UiO).

The first three days of this course, taught by
Professor Deirdre Wilson, outlined the basic
concepts of relevance theory and its implications for pragmatics. Topics covered included
the differences between formal and cognitive
approaches to pragmatics, strengths and weaknesses of the Gricean approach, relevance
theory as a theory of cognition and communication, an overview and illustration of relevancetheoretic accounts of explicit communication,
implicatures, metaphor and irony, and the implications of this approach for the architecture
of the mind. The last two days of the course,
taught by Professors Herman Cappelen and
Stephen Neale, outlined some alternative approaches to various issues in pragmatics.

Visitor’s Scheme
The research school also started a scheme to
bring visitors to CSMN, and advertised two international scholarships for the academic year
2008/2009. We got a large number of applications, and the scholarships were given to Ole
Koksvik at ANU (see p. 43), and to Holly Anderson, University of Pittsburgh. The scheme
was also extended to encourage intellectual
interaction between CSMN and our consortium
partners, and scholarships were given to both
CAPPE and Arché PhD students. They will visit
CSMN in early 2009.
See also the report on the CSMN/Arché Graduate Conference (p. 19)
Carsten Hansen and Olav Gjelsvik
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Long term
guest researchers
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Carola Freiin von Villiez

Lars Bo Gundersen

Ole Koksvik

Carola Freiin von Villiez is now Head of Resarch at the Ethics Program at the University
of Oslo. She has formerly held a position at
the University of Duisburg-Essen.

Lars Bo Gundersen is Associate professor,
PhD at Aarhus University.
Gundersen visited CSMN between September
and December 2008.

Ole Koksvik is a PhD student at the Research
School of Social Sciences at the Australian
National University, in Canberra, Australia.
Ole visited CSMN between October 2008 and
January 2009.

Carola visited CSMN between June and October 2007 as well as between September and
November 2008

Jonas Pfister
Jonas Pfister joined the CSMN in August 2008
as a postdoctoral fellow supported by the
Swiss National Foundation. He holds a PhD
from the University of Berne.
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Kick-off at Vinstra
All staff at CSMN kicked off 2008 with our first annual retreat. On February 6th we gathered at
Hågå Farm in Vinstra for a three day seminar where we discussed, in depth, the future directions of
the centre.
We received invaluable insights from Professor
Crispin Wright, director of the Arché Philosophical Research Centre at the University of St. Andrews, Scotland, and Professor Seumas Miller,
director of the Centre for Applied Philosophy
and Public Ethics (CAPPE), Australian National
University.
Professors Wright and Miller kindly came from
Scotland and Australia to share with us their
pioneering experience of setting up and developing the two internationally renowned philosophy research centres. Their advice ranged
from their philosophical visions to down-toearth practical advice about facilitating the
cohesion of the groups.

Following their suggestions, we have set up
regular weekly seminars for each of the three
sub-projects, as well as a centre-wide colloquium. In addition, we discussed and have
implemented measures to facilitate the intellectual interactions among the three centres
as consortium members, such as inter-centre
seminars by live video link.
During the three fruitful days, the CSMN PhD
and postdoctoral fellows each presented their
research projects and received insightful feedback. We noticed numerous intersections between our research interests and eagerly looked
forward to being able to have such stimulating
discussions on a daily basis at the centre.

For members of the centre who came from outside Norway, the retreat was also a memorable
introduction to the country’s mind and nature.
Hågå Farm, which was inhabited by the historical Per Gynt, was steeped in almost a millennium of Nordic history and culture. Some of us
– not least Lalaine Siruno, who had just gotten
off the plane from the Philippines into the subzero Norwegian winter – also had our first taste
of winter sports there in an afternoon break of
the proceedings.

Timothy Chan and Lalaine Siruno
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Language and Law
The workshop of ‘Language and Law’ was an opportunity for philosophers of language and legal theorists to exchange ideas and discuss issues of mutual concern in a fruitful fashion.
Initially, the goal was to explore, within
the context of debates between textualists
and intentionalists, the importance of
(a) distinguishing types of intentions
involved in the production of statutes, (b)
distinguishing ellipsis, underdetermination,
ambiguity, and vagueness in legal texts, (c)
distinguishing various notions of context,
and (d) understanding the rôle of ‘canons of
construction’ and their relation to Gricean
‘maxims’.
As we began to appreciate more ways in which
philosophers of language, legal theorists, and
jurors might learn from one another, as more
people expressed interest, the scope was
expanded. Without straying too far from the
original theme and objective, we managed to
broaden the programme by adding sessions on
such things as ’Disagreement, Shared Content,
and the Threat of Relativism’ and ‘Hate Speech,
Pornography, and Censorship’.
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We decided on a format that would facilitate
debate. We settled on a panel format. Each of
the seven panels consisted of four 15 minute
presentations, one by each of four panelists.
The chair of the panel then opened everything

up for an hour of general discussion, which
did, of course, contain short responses to one
another by the panelists.
There were panels on the following seven
topics:
- Underdetermination and content
- Vagueness and content
- Hate Speech, pornography and censorship
- Textualism and intentionalism
- Exceptions in law
- Canons of constrution and pragmatic maxims
- Reference and natural kinds
The participants were a mix of leading
philosophers, linguists and legal scholars;
many of them among the leaders in their
fields:
Hrafn Ásgeirsson (University of Southern
California), Jacob Berger (CUNY), Herman
Cappelen (St Andrews/University of Oslo),
Robyn Carston (University College London),
Timothy Endicott (Oxford University), Dagfinn
Føllesdal (Stanford University/University of
Oslo), Owen Greenhall (University of Oslo),
Andrew Halpin (University of Swansea), Mikael

Karlsson (University of Iceland), Mary Kate
McGowan (Wellesley College), Rae Langton
(MIT), Jed Lewinsohn (NYU), Ishani Maitra
(Rutgres University), Stephen Neale (CUNY),
Gary Ostertag (Nassau Community College),
Ólafur Páll Jónsson (University of Iceland), Scott
Soames (University of Southern California),
Nellie Wieland (California State, Long Beach)
The conference was organized by Professors
Herman Cappelen and Stephen Neale. As far as
we know, this is the first event of its kind with
this scope and goal: to bring together leading
philosophers of language, linguists and legal
scholars to discuss, from an interdisciplinary
perspective, the nature of the interpretation of
legal text.
The conference made clear that this is an area
where interdisciplinary work has enormous
potential and we hope to be able to continue
this work in future years.
Herman Cappelen
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Wanting and Liking
The workshop on ‘Wanting an Liking’ was the first major CSMN workshop in 2008. It was a
genuinely interdisciplinary theoretical exploration of fundamental features of human motivation.
It took its name from a distinction between
two possible types of motivation, or rather
two motivational modules, in the work of the
leading neuroscientist and neuropsychologist
Kent Berridge in Michigan. This work has a
bearing on the central theoretical puzzles
in theoretico-philosophical approaches to
human motivation.

salience. Incentive salience might be thought to
show that decision makers do not necessarily
conform to traditional views of desire that
posit individuals to want only what they judge
to be best or most pleasant. It can be theorized
of as one module or type of desire, which
operates by deterministic rules and has its own
brain mechanisms, amidst other modules.

I found it a special treat to participate in the
CSMN philosophy workshop in Oslo on wanting
and liking in March 2008. (Kent Berridge in
Inquiry 2009)

Berridge suggested that incentive salience is
a ‘wanting’ module. That is, ‘wanting’ for an
outcome is to be seen as distinguishable from
both experienced utility (hedonic impact or
‘liking’ the outcome) and forecast or predicted
utility (expecting in advance to like an eventual
outcome).

In addition to Kent Berridge himself, the
speakers were George Ainslie (Temple), Jon
Elster (Columbia/College de France) and Richard
Holton (MIT). There were three commentators,
Dan Sperber (Paris) commenting on Elster,
Jennifer Hornsby commenting on Holton, and
Olav Gjelsvik on Ainslie. Everyone commented
on Berridge. His presentation and his other
contributions amounted to a focal point for all
of the proceedings.
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One way of thinking about this focal point is
to start from the phenomenon of incentive

This is part of what then makes ‘wanting’ a
unique module and quite different from wanting
(no quotation marks) in the usual sense of the
word as a conscious, cognitive desire. From
this starting point a general view is developed
that seems to account for very many puzzling
phenomena, and which can also be employed
to understand addictions etc
The other speakers at the workshop approached

the area and the challenges raised by this in
several distinct ways. Elster concentrated on
working out a theoretical distinction between
urgency and impatience, arguing that these
things are indeed theoretically distinct
phenomena. Ainslie focussed on another
fascinating point in the theory of motivation,
the distinction between positive and negative
incentives, pleasure and pain.
Richard Holton explored the significance for
some aspects of the phenomenology of free
will. All these talks made for unusually lively
and challenging commentaries, and great
discussion. Everyone knows that genuine
interdisciplinary work is very hard and seldom
succeeds properly. These proceedings are
an exception to this general rule. There was
an active good audience throughout the
proceedings. The four main papers are to be
published jointly in the journal Inquiry. This
publication will bring knowledge of CSMN’s
valuable activities quickly out to a wide
audience of interested specialists.

Olav Gjelsvik
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Moral Motivation
CSMN and the Norwegian School of Economics and Business Administration (NHH) collaborate on a
research project. The common aim is to contribute to a better understanding of how fairness considerations affect individual decision making. CSMN has financed several economic experiments that are part
of this project.
Collecting Data via Economic
Experiments
A core question both in the modern political
debate on distributive justice and in normative
theoretical reasoning about fairness is what
individuals should be held responsible for. In
particular, there is substantial disagreement
about the extent to which people should be
held responsible for various factors affecting
their economic and social situation. In the
literature, there has been an increasing focus
on equal opportunity, or liberal egalitarian,
theories of distributive justice that combine
an egalitarian commitment with a concern for
individual responsibility.
In the political debate, the controversy between
the left-wingers and the right-wingers may, to a
large extent, be interpreted as disagreement
over the role individual responsibility should
play in the design of policies and institutions
in society.
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The positive question of what people
actually hold each other responsible for is
important both at the macro level and at the
micro level. At the macro level, the design of
welfare systems must respond appropriately
to people’s fairness ideals in order to obtain
public support. Similarly, at the micro level,
in the study of individual behaviour in small
scale environments, for example at the
workplace and in the family, it is essential to

take into account the interplay between selfinterest and fairness considerations. Thus, a
fundamental question for a positive analysis
of individual behaviour is to understand how
and to what extent responsibility plays a role
in people’s fairness perception.
The project aims at contributing to the
development of a broader approach to
individual behaviour that combines the
economists’ focus on self-interest with other
social sciences’ focus on the role of fairness
and social norms. Applying an experimental
approach, the project studies what people
hold each other responsible for in different
economic situations where they have to make
a trade-off between fairness and self-interest.
By combining both normative and positive
analysis of the same issues, the project hopes
to harvest a double dividend. Positive analysis
is valuable in the development of a normative
theory because it provides input to a process
towards a reflective equilibrium, and positive
analysis benefits from being informed by
normative theory because it gives necessary
direction and structure to the positive
analysis.
Another important aspect of the project is
that it will draw on economic, psychological
and philosophical theory and thereby
encourage collaboration between economists,

psychologists and philosophers. The first
experiment in this series was conducted in
2007. The aim of this experiment was to study
moral development in children and youth. The
main research question was how children’s
concept of fairness changes as they become
older.
In order to study these questions, pupils at
different levels were invited to participate
in an economic experiment. Approximately
500 pupils from schools in the Bergen area
participated. The pupils came from 30 different
schools and both the schools and the pupils
from each school were randomly drawn.
The main part of the experiment was a dictator
game where the distribution phase was
preceded by a production phase of 45 minutes.
During this time the participants could move
between two internet sites: a production site
and an entertainment site. At the production
site, the participants could earn points by
doing an exercise. At the entertainment site,
they could view short videos and pictures,
read cartoons or play video games.
In the distribution phase the participants
were anonymously matched with a sequence
of other participants, and asked to propose
a distribution of the total earnings in those
situations. For each match the participants
were given information about the time spent

on the exercise site, the number of points
earned, the price per point and the money
earned for both participants.

but there is a dramatic change in what children
view as fair. The children increasingly adopt a
more complex view of entitlements and this is

This experimental design allowed us to study
both the weight the participants attach to
fairness and the prevalence of different fairness
ideals. The main result from this experiment
is that there is no change in the weight the
children attach to fairness, but that there are
large differences in the prevalence of fairness
views when we compare the youngest and the
oldest children. More than 75 percent of the
youngest children are strict egalitarians in the
sense that they find it fair to distribute total

Second Interdisciplinary Workshop on
Social and Moral Norms in Intentional
Action: The Nature and Development
of Moral Norms October 9th 10th,
2008

earnings equally. Among the oldest children
only 26 percent are egalitarians. Only 9 percent
of the youngest are meritocrats, in the sense
that they find it fair to distribute the total income
in proportion to each participant’s production.
But this view is the most prevalent among the
oldest children (47 percent). We found no clear
trend for the share of libertarians.
In the middle and late childhood there is no
increase in the weight attached to entitlements,

likely to be related to cognitive development.
The prevalence of fairness views among the
oldest children is close to what we found
among students. This suggests that the
period we have studied in this experiment

is particularly important for the formation of
fairness views.
In 2008, the CSMN hosted the Second
Interdisciplinary Workshop on Social and Moral
Norms in Intentional Action. In cooperation with
Bertil Tungodden and Alexander Cappelen from
the NHH as well as with Hilde Nafstad from the
Institute of Psychology of the University of Oslo,
Christel Fricke invited scholars in economics,
psychology and philosophy to discuss both

empirical findings and normative questions
concerning The Nature and Development of
Moral Norms. The workshop was co-sponsored
by the Institute of Psychology of the University
of Oslo. Among the participants of this
workshop where world famous developmental
psychologist William Damon (Stanford, US)
who has done groundbreaking research
on the development of moral capacities in
early childhood, educational psychologist
Anne Colby (The Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, Stanford, US),
economists John Roemer (Yale, US) and Kaushik
Basu (Cornell University, US) and philosopher
Peter Railton (Michigan, US and member of
CSMN), as well as other international and
local scholars working on moral motivation.
The scholars presented their research on the
topic of the conference in their respective
fields and discussed the results. It turned out
that there is a lack of communication between
scholars doing empirical research on moral
motivation and its development in psychology
on the one hand and economics on the other.
A large number of questions concerning
research goals, experimental methods and
ways of interpreting experimental data remain
to be discussed, before the results of this
research can be brought together to provide a
comprehensive insight into the phenomenon of
moral motivation. A further question concerns
the impact the results of this empirical
research can or should have on philosophical
attempts at distinguishing between social
and moral norms and at providing adequate
justification for the latter. We have agreed
to raise these questions in a follow up
interdisciplinary workshop. The planning for
the Third Interdisciplinary Workshop on Social
and Moral Norms in Intentional Action has
already started.

Christel Fricke and Alexander Cappelen
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CSMN Soccer
In an effort to strengthen social interaction, CSMN hosts a weekly soccer-game. As these pictures
demonstrate, team moral is always at the highest level.
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Events 2008

An overview of the events (workshops, conferences, guest speakers) hosted by CSMN in 2008.
Rational Agency
Action and Agency, Aristotle and Anscombe. University of Stockholm, September 27-29
Annual Oslo Lecture on Mind in Nature, by Nancy Cartwright: “The incompleteness of physics and the hodgepodge of nature” Oslo, August 28
Conference on Donald Davidson. Oslo, September 1
Guest lectures by Barry Loewer. May 19-20
Human and Non-Human Animal Agency. April 18-20
Procrastination. July 8-10
Quine Centennial Symposium. June 17
Wanting and Liking. March 1-2

Moral Agency
Emotion, Reason and Subpersonal Mechanisms (Seminar). May 8
Ethical Aspects of the Emotions. June 9-13
Ethical Responsibility in Relations between Communities and States. November 6-7
Gender Equity – Workshop with Virginia Valian. April 25
Global Access to Medicines – Health Impact Fund book launch. August 25
Global Gender Justice – Course and Workshop. May 26-31
Human dignity - a universal concept? December 9
Human Rights Workshop June 18-20
Inaugural Working Meeting of Innova-P2 August 26-27
International Workshop on Social Justice January 23
Kant Society/CSMN Workshop: Kant’s Theory of Free Agency May 22-25
Second workshop on Intersubjectivity in Adam Smith and Edmund Husserl September 9-11
Seminar with Jay Wallace June 5
The Essential Ingredients of Emotions, Seminar with Christine Tappolet March 6
The Impact of Ratification of Human Rights Treaties June 23-24
The Nature and Development of Moral Norms: Second Workshop on Social and Moral Norms in Intentional Action October 9-10
Workshop with Christine Korsgaard August 21-23
Workshop on Forgiveness April 18-19

Linguistic Agency
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Assertion Workshop St. Andrews, May 23-25
Contextualism and Relativism Workshop St. Andrews, May 31 – June 1
Language and Law June 23-25
Pragmatics and Social Cognition April 25-26
Propositions: Ontology, Semantics and Pragmatics November 17-19

Seminar on Language and Evolution February 11.
Universal Grammar, Language Acquisition and Change August 26-27

Research School
Human Rights - Normative Requirements and Institutional Constraints (Course) June 16-20
Arche/CSMN Graduate Conference Oslo, November 14-15
Relevance Theory and Pragmatics (Course) October 27-31
The Notion of ‘Cause’ Needed for the Philosophy of Mind (Course) May 13-15
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Speakers 2008
There were 277 speakers at CSMN events in 2008. 87 of these (31%) were women. CSMN
tripled its activity in 2008, while maintaining this comparatively high percentage of women attendees
Number of
speakers

Men

125

Women

100
60%
75

50
73%
25

81%

40%
27%
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Moral Agency

Linguistic agency

19%
Rational Agency

Werner Abraham
Brooke Ackerly
George Ainslie
Lili Alanen
Asier Alcazar
Linda Alcoff
Nicholas Allott
Ingvild Almås
Maria Alvarez
Joel Anderson
Chrisoulsa Andreou
Kim Angell
Trine Antonsen
Chris Armstrong
Hrafn Ásgeirsson
Elisabeth Ashford
Geir B. Asheim
Jennifer Baker
Derek Ball
Frank Barel
Kaushik Basu
Stephanie Beardman
Endre Begby
Tanya Behne
Jacob Berger
Kent Berridge
Francesco Berto
Monika Betzler
Christian Beyer
Christina Bicchieri
Sigbjørn Birkeland
Laura Biron
Tomas Bogardus
Lene Bomann-Larsen
Gillian Brock
Thomas Brooks
Jessica Brown
Vivienne Brown
Thomas Brudholm
Jens Braarvig
Eline Busck-Gundersen
Einar Bøhn
Herman Cappelen
Alexander Cappelen
Andrew Carstairs-McCarthy
Robyn Carston

Nancy Cartwright
Paula Casal
Ilaria Castelli
Fatima Castillo
Timothy Chan
Neera Chandhoke
David Charles
Sachin Chaturvedi
Jeff Checkel
Jennifer Church
Anne Colby
David Coles
Ursula Coope
Gergely Csibra
William Damon
Denis Delfitto
Dylan Dodd
Cian Dorr
John Drummond
John E. Roemer
Tore Ellingsen
Jakob Elster
Jon Elster
Timothy Endicott
Fredrik Engelstad
Ann Ferguson
Hartry Field
Jocelyn Finlay
Tecumseh Fitch
Søren Flinch Midtgaard
Anton Ford
Hallvard Fossheim
Veronique Fournier
Lynn Frewer
Christel Fricke
Caroline Frost
Andreas Føllesdal
Dagfinn Føllesdal
Jan Terje Faarlund
Espen Gamlund
Eve Garrard
Thony Gilles
Olav Gjelsvik
Hanjo Glock
Sanford Goldberg
Peter Goldie

Peter Gollwitzer
Hans Petter Graver
Owen Greenhall
Charles Griswold
Lars Bo Gundersen
Eline Gundersen
Lifeng Guo
Adrian Haddock
Bernt Hagtvedt
Andrew Halpin
Bill Harbaugh
Christoph Harbsmeier
John Hawthorne
Joseph Heath
Edmund Henden
James Higginbotham
Wolfram Hinzen
Aidan hollis
Heine Holmen
Richard Holton
Jennifer Hornsby
Glenn hughes
Robert Huseby
Torfinn Huvenes
Peter Hylton
Hannah Hörisch
Jonathan Ichikawa
Dale Jacquette
Alison Jaggar
Bjørn Jespersen
Nick Jones
Ólafur Páll Jónsson
Jesper Kallestrup
Mikael Karlsson
Iso Kern
Betram Kienzle
Jeff King
Janos Kis
Eva Kittay
Frode Kjosavik
Georg Kjøll
Heiner Klemme
Ivar Kolstad
James Konow
Christine Korsggard
Jennifer Lackey
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Miltos Ladikas
Rae Langton
Gry Larsen
Peter Lasersohn
Gail Leckie
Alain Lecomte
Brian Leiter
Ernie Lepore
Jed Lewinsohn
Zhe Li
David Lightfoot
Tore Lindholm
Jon Lindstrøm
Kasper Lippert-Rasmussen
Ulf Liszkowski
Barry Loewer
Terje Lohndal
Ingrid Lossius Falkum
Jakob Lothe
Julie Lucas
Håvard Løkke
Inge Lønning
John MacFarlane
Peter Machamer
Duncan Macintosh
Ruth Macklin
Ofra Magidor
Ishani Maitra
Antonella Marchetti
Mike Martin
Gerald Massey
Jonathan Matheson
John McDowell
Mary Kate McGowan
Ronald McIntyre
Dina Mendonca
Gustavo Millan
David Miller
Elijah Millgram
Karl-Ove Moene
Georg Mohr
Friedrike Moltmann
Vittorio Morato
Adam Morton
Anselm Mueller
Kevin Mulligan
Hilde Nafstad
Stephen Neale

Anders Nes
Jerome Neu
Karine Nyborg
Gorik Ooms
Gary Ostertag
Gerhard Overland
Peter Pagin
Martin Palecek
Charles Parsons
Lino Paula
Josef Perner
Henning Peuker
Jonas Pfister
Thomas Pink
Matteo Plebani
Thomas Pogge
Øyvind Rabbås
Peter Railton
Bjørn Ramberg
Mike Raven
Andrews Reath
Kari Refsdal
Martina Reuter
Marc Richards
Thomas Ricketts
Don Ross
Jennifer Rubenstein
Marco Santambrogio
Jens Saugstad
Geoffrey Scarre
Jonathan Schaffer
Doris Schroeder
Hans-Peter Schuett
Moritz Schulz
Micheal Selgelid
Camilla Serck-Hanssen
Vandana Shiva
Rachel Silvey
Beth Simmons
Robert Sinclair
Peter Singer
Martin Smith
Scott Soames
Victoria Southgate
Dan Sperber
Tomas Spitzley
Robert Stalnaker
Jason Stanley

Nicos Stavropoulos
Zofia Stemplowska
Tamina Stephenson
Rachel Sterken
Helen Steward
Ralf Stoecker
Andreas Stokke
Rowland Stout
Christina Strassmair
Sarah Stroud
Peter Svenonius
Henrik Syse
Zoltan Szabo
Chiara Tabet
Christine Tappolet
John Tasioulas
Sergio Tenenbaum
Michael Thompson
Jens Timmermann
Michael Tomasello
Bertil Tungodden
Arild Underdal
Manuel Utset
Virginia Valian
Richard Vallée
Elly van Gelderen
David Velleman
Arne Johan Vetlesen
Candace Vogler
Carola von Villiez
Jay Wallace
Eric Watkins
Gary Watson
Brian Weatherson
Marit Westergaard
Mark White
Nellie Wieland
Andrew Williams
Deirdre Wilson
Elia Zardini
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Talks abroad 2009
Breheny, Richard (with Heather Ferguson):
‘Investigating the automaticity of predicting deception in a theory of mind task’, at Architectures and Mechanisms in Language
Processing (AMLaP), University of Cambridge, September 2008
‘Investigations of Automatic Theory of Mind Processing in Adults’, at Workshop Celebrating 30 years of Theory of Mind Research,
Nottingham University, September 2008
Breheny, Richard:
‘Another look at minimal meaning’, invited talk at the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, Leipzig, January 2008
‘Beyond strong defaultism’, at UCL-ENS Pragmatics Workshop, Paris, September 2008
‘The costs of implicatures’, at Workshop on experimental approaches to pragmatics, University of Leuven, April 2008
‘The development of pragmatic competence’, at European Society for Philosophy & Psychology Conference, Utrecht, July 2008
Cappelen, Herman:
‘Content Relativism and the Role of the Interpreter’, invited talk at CUNY/NYU, October 2008
‘Content Relativism and the Role of the Interpreter 08/08’, at World Congress of Philosophy, Seoul, August 2008
‘Content Relativism’, at Contextualism and Relativism Pilot Workshop, Arché, St Andrews, May 2008
‘Content Relativism’, at Semantics and Philosophy in Europe, Paris, May 2008
‘Content Relativism’, invited talk at the University of Glasgow, April 2008
‘On Minimal Propositions (w. E. Lepore)’, at Propositions: Ontology, Semantics and Pragmatics, Venice, November 2008
‘Predicates of Personal Taste’, at Semantics / Pragmatics Seminar, Birkbeck College, London, June 2008
‘Saying and Agreement Tests’, invited talk at the Institute of Advanced Studies, London, June 2008
Lecture series on ‘Assertion and Relativism’, at Logos, Barcelona, February 2008
Carston, Robyn:
‘Linguistic evidence and pragmatic enrichment’, at Fourth Łódź Conference on ‘New Developments in Linguistic Pragmatics’,
May 2008
‘Optional pragmatic processes or optional covert linguistic structure?’, at Workshop on ‘Utterance Interpretation and Cognitive
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Models’, Brussels, July 2008
‘Optional pragmatic processes or optional covert linguistic structure?’, invited talk at the Centre for Linguistics and Philology, Oxford,
May 2008
‘The metaphorical use of language – how distinctive is it?’, invited talk at the Centre for Language, Communication and Cognition,
University of Brighton, January 2008
Chan, Timothy:
‘Berkeley’s Master Argument in Two Dimensions’ at Joint Session of Mind and Aristotelian Society, University of Aberdeen, UK,
July 2008
‘Consciously Accessible Beliefs and Practical Reasoning’ at 12th Annual Conference of the Association for the Scientific Study of
Consciousness, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan, June 2008
‘The Problem of the Essential Indexical for Event Causal Theory of Action’ at 6th European Congress of Analytic Philosophy,
Jagiellonian University, Krakow, August 2008
‘Transparency, Agency and Responsiveness to Reason’ at Epistemic Agency conference, University of Geneva, Switzerland,
April 2008
Fricke, Christel (with Steinar Mathisen):
‘Transsubstantiation des Alltäglichen ?’ at VII. Kongress der deutschen Gesellschaft für Ästhetik, Jena, Germany,
September – October 2008
Fricke, Christel:
‘How to learn to be a moral person - On Adam Smith’s Moral Theory’ at the Department of Philosophy of the University of Stockholm,
Sweden, February 2008
‘Kant on Practical Deliberation’ at Kant Conference, Porto Alegre, Brazil, May 2008
‘Why Study the History of Philosophy’ at the Department of Philosophy of the University of Helsinki, Finland, April 2008
Faarlund, Jan Terje:
‘Floating case markers: external and internal relativization in Chiapas Zoque’, at Conference in honor of Jerry Sadock,
University of Chicago
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‘Reduction and Reanalysis: two factors in syntactic change’, plenary lecture at Germanic Linguistics Annual Conference 14,
Madison, WI
‘Sprachtheorie und nordische sprachgeschichte’, guest lecture at Humboldt Universität, Berlin
Lecturer for Language and Evolution, PhD course, CSMN, February 2008
Gjelsvik, Olav:
‘Action, Agency and Knowledge’ at Conference on Epistemic Agency, University of Geneva, April 2008
Gundersen, Eline Busck:
‘The Eye of the Beholder’ at Annual Meeting of the Danish Philosophy Association. Southern Danish University, Denmark, March 2008
Hansen, Carsten:
‘Linguistic Agency and Linguistic Knowledge’ at Conference on Human Action and the Natural World, Franklin and Marshall College,
Pennsylvania, April 2008
Henden, Edmund (with John Richard Sageng):
‘Can Rationality be Codified?’ at 6th European Congress of Analytic Philosophy (ECAP), Jagiellon University, Institute of Philosophy,
Krakow, August 2008
Holmen, Heine:
‘Language and Its Purpose’ at 6th European Congress of Analytic Philosophy (ECAP), Jagiellon University, Institute of Philosophy,
Krakow, August 2008
Huvenes, Torfinn:
‘Contextualism, Relativism, and Disagreement about Taste’, at CSMN Colloquium, February 2008
‘Contextualism, Relativism, and Disagreement about Taste’, at Arché-Logos Workshop on Varieties of Context-Sensitivity, Barcelona,
14th -15th of March 2008
‘Contextualism, Relativism, and Disagreement about Taste’, at Arché Contextualism, and Relativism Seminar, St Andrews, April 2008
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Kjøll, Georg:
‘The birth of ‘cool’ - slang, lexical change and word loans across languages’, at the 23rd Scandinavian Conference of Linguistics,
University of Uppsala, October 2008
Lepore, Ernest
Invited speaker at the World Congress of Philosophy, Korea, July 2008
Invited speaker, Northwestern University, September 2008 (two lectures)
Invited speaker, Ohio University, May 2008
Invited speaker, University of California-Davis, April 2008
Invited speaker, University of California-Santa Cruz, April 2008
Invited speaker, University of London, November 2008
Invited speaker, University of Missouri, April 2008
Invited speaker, University of Oxford, November 2008
Invited speaker, University of Siena, November 2008
Invited speaker, University of Toronto, November 2008
Invited speaker, Washington University, November 2008
Speaker at the Workshop of Propositions, Venice, November 2008
Ramberg, Bjørn:
‘From Metaphysics to Politics: Pragmatism as Research Strategy in Current Norwegian Philosophy’ (Contribution to the Special
Session Arranged by the APA Committee on International Cooperation: The Influence of American Philosophy in Scandinavia) at
APA Pacific Division Annual Meeting, Pasadena, CA, March 2008
‘Healing Minds, Treating Brains: Psychiatry between Biology and Subjectivity’ at Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ), August 2008
‘On Richard Rorty’ (Contribution to the Special Memorial Session: In Memory of Richard Rorty) at APA Pacific Division Annual
Meeting, Pasadena, CA, March 2008
Five lecture series, as part of a PhD course The Ethical and Political Philosophy of Richard Rorty at Federal University of Rio de
Janeiro (UFRJ), August 2008
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Siruno, Lalaine:
‘A Basic Needs Approach to Justifying Compensation for Organ Donation’ at Diversity and Universality of Medicine, Culture and
Religion. Faculty of Medicine, Osaka University, Japan, June 2008
‘Basic Needs and the Double Burden of Malnutrition’ World Bioethics Congress. Rijeka, Croatia, September 2008
‘Compensated Organ Donation and the Pursuit of Best-Interests’ at Okayama Bioethics Roundtable. Department of Bioethics,
Graduate School of Medicine, Dentistry and Pharmaceutical Okayama University, Japan, July 2008
‘The Organ Donation System in the Philippines’ at Medical Law in the Post-Genome Age. Institute of Comparative Law, Waseda
University in Tokyo, Japan, June 2008
Sperber, Dan (with H. Mercier):
‘Reasoning as a social activity’, at Conference on Collective Wisdom, Collège de France, 22 and 23 May 2008
Sperber, Dan (with O. Morin):
‘Demonstrations,’ at EDICI workshop on imitation, University of Vienna, March 2008
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Sperber, Dan:
‘Articulating cognitive and social mechanisms’, at Conference on ‘Social mechanisms and analytical sociology’, University of Paris 4,
October 2008
‘Les dimensions interprétatives du langage et la métaphore du point de vue’, at Colloque La pluralité Interprétative, Collège de
France, Paris, June 2008
‘Naturalizing culture: two challenges and one solution’, at Inaugural conference of the Centre for the Study of Human Evolution,
Cognition and Culture, Vancouver, September 2008
Invited Lecture, ‘An epidemiological approach to social norms’, at Summer School on Social Norms, San Sebastian, July 2008
Templeton Research Lectures: Three lectures on ‘The causes of religion’ Vanderbilt University, Center for the Study of Religion
and Culture, April 2008
Templeton Research Lectures: Two lectures on ‘Culture and religion in a naturalistic perspective’, Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, October 2008
Leverhulme Lectures: ‘Cognition, communication and culture’. 5 lectures on ‘The evolution and modular organisation of human
cognition’, ‘Relevance in cognition’, ‘The evolution and development of metarepresentations, communication and trust’,
‘Relevance and communication’, and ‘Modularity and relevance in cultural evolution’, at University College London,
November 2007-January 2008

Stanley, Jason:
Invited lecturer at Queen’s University, 2008
Invited lecturer at the University of Buenos Aires (four lectures), 2008
Invited speaker at the Workshop on Assertion, St. Andrews University, May 2008
Speaker at Semantics and Linguistic Theory 18, University of Massachusetts, Amherst (refereed), March 2008
Tabet, Chiara:
‘Quantifier domains and assertoric sense,’ invited talk at Arché, University of St Andrews, November 2008
Wilson, Deirdre:
‘Pragmatic processes and mindreading abilities: The case of verbal irony’, invited talk at Conference on Linguistics and Cognition,
University of Cadiz, April 2008
‘Relevance and the explicit-implicit distinction: Some recent issues’, invited talk at Workshop on Pragmatics and Reference,
Trondheim, October 2008
Opening address, ‘Pragmatic processes and metarepresentational abilities’, at 4th Conference on Interpreting for Relevance,
Kazimierz Dolny, Poland, June 2008
Keynote speech, ‘Parallels and differences in the treatment of metaphor in relevance theory and cognitive linguistics’
11th Pragmatics Society of Japan conference, Matsuyama, Japan, December 2008
Invited talk, ‘Word meaning and communication in relevance theory’ Ryukoku University, Kyoto, Japan, December 2008
Invited talk, ‘Modality and the communication of attitudes: A relevance theory approach’, Workshop on Modality, Kanagawa
University, Yokohama, Japan, December 2008
Invited commentator, Workshop on ‘Issues in Pragmatic Impairment: Cognitive Pragmatic Approaches’, 11th Pragmatics
Society of Japan conference, Matsuyama, Japan, December 2008
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Accounts 2008
Revenues 2008 NOK
Revenues accounted for at CSMN
Host institution
Research Council Norway - CoE
Active partners (to be named)
International funding
Other public sources
Other private sources
Sum revenues accounted for at CSMN

3 500 000
9 717 000
0
0
0
114 000
13 331 000

Revenues not accounted for at CSMN
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Arche-Univ of St.Andrews
UiO staff contrubution (not accounted for)
RCN project: Shared Content
Other

1 470 000
5 856 000
1 404 000
0

Sum revenues not accounted for at CSMN

8 730 000

Sum annual revenues 2008

22 061 000

Initial finance plan stipulation
Deviation
Transfer (+/-)
Sum revenues and transfers 2008

21 267 000
794 000
1 728 000
23 789 000

Expenditures 2008 NOK
Expenditures accounted for at CSMN
Personnel and overhead
(Salaries and social costs)
(Overhead)
Consultants and ext. services (FoU)
Scientific equipement
Other operational costs

8 175 000
6 502 000
1 673 000
938 000
32 000
5 838 000

Sum expenditures accounted for at CSMN

14 983 000

Expenditures not accounted for at CSMN
Personnel and overhead
(Salaries and social costs)
(Overhead)
Consultants and ext. services (FoU)
Scientific equipement
Other operational costs

8 710 000
7 837 000
873 000
0
0
20 000

Sum expenditures not accounted for at CSMN

8 730 000

Sum expenditures
For transfer 2009 (+/-)

23 713 000
76 000
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Budget 2009
Revenues 2009 NOK
Revenues accounted for at CSMN
Host institution
Research Council Norway - CoE
Active partners (to be named)
International funding
Other public sources
(RCN 19857/V20: Cognition and Comunication)
(RCN 190393: Addiction, Choice & Resiponsible Agency)
Other private sources

5 312 000
10 089 000
0
0
1 581 000
333 000
1 248 000
0

Sum revenues accounted for at CSMN

16 982 000

Revenues not accounted for at CSMN
Arche-Univ of St.Andrews
UiO staff contrubution (not accounted for)
Other
Sum revenues not accounted for at CSMN
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1 404 000
7 297 000
0
8 701 000

Sum annual revenues 2008

25 683 000

Initial finance plan stipulation
Deviation
Transfer (+/-)

24 102 000
1 581 000
76 000

Sum revenues and transfers 2007

25 759 000

Expenditures 2009 NOK
Expenditures accounted for at CSMN
Personnel and overhead
(Salaries and social costs)
(Overhead)
Consultants and ext. services (FoU)
Scientific equipement
Other operational costs

11 658 000
9 682 000
1 976 000
1 281 000
0
4 623 000

Sum expenditures accounted for at CSMN

17 562 000

Expenditures not accounted for at CSMN
Personnel and overhead
(Salaries and social costs)
(Overhead)
Consultants and ext. services (FoU)
Scientific equipement
Other operational costs

8 701 000
8 115 000
586 000
0
0
0

Sum expenditures not accounted for at CSMN

8 701 000

Sum expenditures
For transfer 2009 (+/-)

26 263 000
- 504 000
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Expenditures by
Agency
kr 9 558 025
kr

7 234 028

kr

kr

1 585 766

2 275 066
kr

kr

Common activities
(salary etc.)

kr

3 083 387

663 271

1 004 833
kr

Linguistic Agency

kr

556 066

Moral Agency

kr

3 362 274

1 501 823

Rational Agency

CSMN Budget 2009
CSMN Accounts 2008
76

Administration
(incl. overhead)

Publications 2008
Breheny, Richard
’A new look at the semantics and pragmatics of numerically quantified noun phrases’, Journal of Semantics 25(2), 93-139
Cappelen, Herman
’Content Relativism’. In Manuel Carcia-Carpintero and Max Kolbel (eds.) Relative Truth. OUP
‘The Creative Interpreter: Content Relativism and Assertion’, Philosophical Perspectives, Blackwell
Carston, Robyn (ed., with J. Sedivy, I. Noveck and B. Geurts)
Journal of Semantics, vol. 25 (1)
Carston, Robyn (with Deirdre Wilson)
’Metaphor and the ‘emergent property’ problem: A relevance-theoretic treatment’. The Baltic International Yearbook of Cognition,
Logic and Communication, vol. 3: A Figure of Speech: 1-40, New Prairie Press
Carston, Robyn
‘Linguistic communication and the semantics-pragmatics distinction’, Synthese 165 (3), 321-345
‘Relevance theory’. In P. Hogan (ed.). The Cambridge Encyclopedia of the Language Sciences. CUP
‘A review of E. Borg, 2004. Minimal Semantics’, in Mind & Language 23 (3). Clarendon Press
Chan, Timoty
’Belief, assertion and Moore’s Paradox’. Philosophical Studies 139 (June): 395–414
‘Moore’s Paradox is not just another pragmatic paradox’. Synthese (Online First). http://www.springerlink.com/ (15.10 2008)
Fricke, Christel (with Hans-Peter Schütt)
‘Editors’ Response’ in The Adam Smith Review 4
Fricke, Christel
’Kants Deduktion der reinen ästhetischen Urteile’. In Otfried Höffe (Ed.). Immanuel Kant. Kritik der Urteilskraft. Akademie Verlag
’Paul Winstanley – Painting and the Metaphysics of Visual Perception’. In Paul Winstanley, Threshold. Paintings 1989 – 2007
Artspace
Føllesdal, Andreas
’Human Rights, Federalism and Democracy’. In Current Politics and Economics of Asia. 17(1) 211-236
Føllesdal, Dagfinn (ed., with Douglas B. Quine)
’Confessions of a Confirmed Extensionalist and Other Essays, W.V. Quine’ Harvard University Press
‘Quine in Dialogue’ Harvard University Press
Føllesdal, Dagfinn
’La nueva teoria de la referencia’ In D. Pérez y L. Fernández Moreno (Eds.). Cuestiones filosóficas. Ensayos en honor de Eduardo
Rabossi. Editorial Católogos
’Laudatio’ In Michael Frauchiger and Wilhelm K. Essler (Eds.). Representation, Evidence, and Justification: Themes from Suppes.
Lauener Library of Analytical Philosophy, Vol. 1. Ontos Verlag
‘The Emergence of Justification in Ethics’. In Michael Frauchiger and Wilhelm K. Essler (Eds.). Representation, Evidence, and
Justification: Themes from Suppes. Lauener Library of Analytical Philosophy, Vol. 1. Ontos Verlag
Faarlund, Jan Terje
‘A mentalist interpretation of grammaticalization theory’. In Thorallur Eythorsson (Ed.). Grammatical Change and Linguistic Theory:
The Rosendal Papers. John Benjamins
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Gjelsvik, Olav
’Avhengighet som skade’ (’Addiction as Damage’). In Tidsskrift for Erstatningsrett
‘David Hume; Reason and Nature’ (in Norwegian). In A. Pedersen (ed.) Texts for Introductory Philosophy in Oslo, Unipub, Oslo
‘Review of Don Ross, David Spurrett, Harold Kincaid, G. Lynn Stephens (eds.) Distributed Cognition and the Will: Individual Cognition
and Social Context. In Notre Dame Philosophical Reviews. http://ndpr.nd.edu/review.cfm?id=12004 (01.01.2008)
Hansen, Carsten
’Minimalism and Truth’s Raison d’être’. In J. Boros (ed.). Paul Horwich’s Minimalist Theory of Meaning and Truth. Brambauer
Henden, Edmund
‘What is Self-Control?’. In Philosophical Psychology, Vol. 21, 1, 69–90
Hornsby, Jennifer
‘Acting for Reasons: A disjunctivist thesis’. In A. Haddock and F. Macpherson (eds.). Disjunctivism: Perception, Knowledge, Action.
Oxford University Press
‘Davidson and Dummett on the Social Character of Language’. In Maria Cristina Amoretti & Nicla Vassallo (eds.). Knowledge,
Language, and Interpretation. Ontos/Verlag
’Physicalism, Conceptual Analysis, and Acts of Faith’. In I. Ravenscroft (ed.). Minds, Ethics & Conditionals: Themes from the
Philosophy of Frank Jackson. Oxford University Press
Lepore, Ernest (w. F.J. Pelletier)
‘Linguistics and Philosophy’ in The Philosophy of Roger Gibson. Peter Lang
‘Meaning and Ontology’, in R. Shantz (ed.). Prospects for Meaning, de Gruyter
Malnes, Raino
’Meningen med samfunnsvitenskap’ Gyldendal Akademisk
Nes, Anders
’Are Only Mental Phenomena Intentional?’ Analysis, Volume 68 Issue 299, p. 205 – 215
Pogge, Thomas (ed.)
’Access to Medicines’, special issue of Public Health Ethics 1/2 (2008); therein: ’Access to Medicines,’ introduction to the volume,
73-82.
Pogge, Thomas (ed., with Darrel Moellendorf)
‘Global Justice: Seminal Essays’ Paragon House
Pogge, Thomas (ed., with Keith Horton)
’Global Ethics: Seminal Essays’ Paragon House
Pogge, Thomas and Hollis, Aiden (eds.)
’The Health Impact Fund: Making New Medicines Accessible for All’ Oslo
Pogge, Thomas and Hollis, Aiden
’En realistisk plan’. Dagbladet, August 25, 2008
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Pogge, Thomas. 2007. ’Eradicating Systemic Poverty: Brief for a Global Resources Dividend’. In Sur: Revista Internacional de direitos humanos
6, 136-158 (English edition); ‘Para erradicar a pobreza sistêmica: em defesa de um Dividendo dos Recursos Globais’. In Sur: Revista
Internacional de direitos humanos 6, 142-166 (Portuguese edition); ‘Propuesta para un Dividendo sobre Recursos Globales’. In Sur:
Revista Internacional de direitos humanos 6, 144-169 (Spanish edition)
’¿Qué es la justicia global?’ (Spanish) in Revista Latinoamericana de Filosofía 33/2 (2007) and in Revista Aleph 127 (2008)
’Assisting’ the Global Poor’. In Ioanna Kuçuradi (Ed.). The Proceedings of the Twenty-First World Congress of Philosophy, Volume 13:
Philosophy Facing World Problems (Ankara: Philosophical Society of Turkey, 189-215. Reprinted in Tamar Szabo Gendler, Susanna
Siegel, and Steven M. Cahn (Eds.): The Elements of Philosophy. Oxford University Press
’Achieving Democracy’. In Christian Barry, Barry Herman and Lydia Tomitova (eds.). Dealing Fairly with Developing Country Debt.
Blackwell
‘Aligned: Global Justice and Ecology’. In Laura Westra, Klaus Bosselmann and Richard Westra (eds.). Reconciling Human Existence
with Ecological Integrity. Earthscan

